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Logan Airport is the most active airport in New England and provides both international and domestic 
commercial service.  It is the primary source of the Authority’s revenues.  Hanscom Field is the region’s 
premier general aviation airport and provides niche commercial service.  The Port of Boston is New 
England’s major port and provides a full range of services, from cruise ship to container ship handling.  
The Bridge is one of Greater Boston’s primary cross-harbor roadway connections and is a part of U.S. 
Route 1.  In addition to operating its facilities, the Authority is committed to providing the modern 
transportation infrastructure necessary to support the needs of Boston, Massachusetts and New England.   
 
OPERATING RESULTS 
The Authority operates its business in order to achieve three primary public service objectives which are 
(i) to operate, maintain and invest in the transportation infrastructure it owns, (ii) to provide safe and 
secure facilities and (iii) to provide these transportation services in the most efficient, customer friendly 
and cost effective manner.  The Authority is committed to meeting the highest standards in security, 
safety, quality and service in the management, operation and development of its Aviation, Port and Bridge 
facilities.  The Authority’s business consists of three distinct operating units, Aviation, the Port and the 
Bridge.  The Authority has experienced solid operating results across all of its operating units during 
fiscal year 2007.  Operating revenues experienced a growth rate of 5.9% during fiscal year 2007, which is 
slightly less than the Authority’s five and ten-year compounded annual growth rates of 9.0% and 7.4%, 
respectively.  The following discussions evaluate the specific operating units and the related drivers of 
their respective business plans. 
 
Aviation 
The financial success of the Aviation unit depends on three primary revenue components, landing fees,   
terminal rentals and parking fees.  Each of these revenue components are driven by specific events, and 
statistics are evaluated accordingly to ensure that the Authority is maximizing existing revenue and 
identifying new potential revenue streams.   
 
Landing fees represent amounts earned from airlines for their use of the air fields and related 
infrastructure.  These fees are based on actual infrastructure costs, including but not limited to airfield 
maintenance, aviation specific capital expenditures, direct and allocated indirect operating costs, incurred 
by the Authority.  Landing fees are charged to airlines based on landed weights.  During fiscal year 2007, 
the Authority’s landed weights remained constant at 20.4 million pounds.  The Authority has seen total 
passenger volumes increase at compounded annual growth rates of 5.5% and 0.5% over the past five and 
ten years, respectively, while aviation operations (defined as take-offs and landings) have experienced 
compounded annual growth rates of 2.4% and -2.1% during the past five and ten years, respectively.  
These events point to the improved efficiency of the aviation industry overall, which is a positive sign 
during an extremely challenging time for the airlines.  The Authority works diligently on ensuring that the 
cost structure associated with maintaining its Aviation assets and infrastructure is the most efficient in 
order to be able to support the airlines.  Each investment decision, whether capital or operating in nature, 
is evaluated to ensure that the Authority invests properly for the benefit of the airlines and the traveling 
public. 
 
Terminal rentals are earned by the Authority for space rented in the terminal buildings by airlines and 
retail corporations.  Terminal rental rates are determined based on the actual costs of the respective 
terminals as opposed to market conditions.  During fiscal year 2007, the Authority experienced an overall 
increase in its annual terminal rental rates per square foot.  Conversely, the Authority’s terminal 
occupancy rate decreased from 96% to 90%.  The increase in the annual terminal rental rates was 
essentially the result of (i) the considerable investment in Terminal A and (ii) normal inflationary 
increases included in existing lease agreements.  The decrease in occupancy rate was the result of fewer 
tenants in Terminal A due entirely to the reorganization of Delta Air Lines under the U.S. Bankruptcy 
Code.  In September 2007, Continental Airlines and the Authority signed a lease to relocate from 
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Terminal C to four contact gates and two regional aircraft positions in Terminal A, which was completed 
on November 11, 2007.   
 
Logan Airport is well diversified and enjoys a number of airlines as Aviation customers.  This is 
essentially the result of the airport operating as an origination and destination airport as opposed to an 
airport hub.  The largest customer of the Aviation unit accounts for approximately 13.4% of total landing 
fee and terminal rent revenues.  Furthermore, during fiscal year 2007, the top three airlines at Logan 
Airport accounted for 36.3% of its total landing fee and terminal rental revenues compared to 40.2 % for 
fiscal year 2006 resulting in a lower revenue concentration rate across the Authority’s Aviation customer 
base.  The improvement in concentration from its top three airlines is the result of the continued 
expansion of low cost carriers within the aviation industry.   
 
Parking fees are primarily earned from the traveling public’s use of the Authority’s parking facilities.  
Parking revenue is dependent upon three key components, the number of vehicle exits, length of stay and 
parking rates.  The Authority recently completed the expansion of its central parking facility.  During 
fiscal year 2007, the Authority has experienced an increase of 9% in vehicle exits and a 10% increase in 
average revenue per ticket.  During fiscal year 2007, the Authority had approximately 227,000 vehicle 
exits on a monthly basis, or approximately 7,500 vehicles per day.   
 
The Port 
The Authority owns, manages, develops, and operates the public cargo and passenger terminals of the 
Port.  The Port is New England’s major port and the only port in the region which provides the full range 
of services to the maritime shipping industry, including, container handling, cruise ships, automobile 
cargo holding and bulk tonnage.  The Port has experienced an increase in operating activity with respect 
to container volume from Far East shipping lines during fiscal year 2007.  As a result, overall container 
volume has increased 4.7% during fiscal year 2007.  The Authority’s customers enjoy the location and the 
ease of navigation into the Port of Boston.  The Port has experienced annual compounded growth rates in 
revenue of 12.4% and 10.6% over the past five and ten years, respectively.  The Authority believes that 
the Port will continue to experience positive revenue growth due to the continued expansion of Far East 
economies, and the Port’s competitive price structure.  The Authority also expects continued competitive 
pressures from ports along the eastern seaboard. 
 
The Bridge 
The Bridge is used by approximately 11.0 million vehicles to cross the Mystic River from the City of 
Chelsea to the Charlestown section of the City of Boston, and tolls are levied only on in-bound vehicles in 
order to alleviate traffic congestion.  This equates to an average of approximately 30,100 vehicles each 
day during fiscal year 2007 and represents an increase of 9.5% compared to fiscal year 2006.  Vehicle 
volumes have increased slightly less than the actual Bridge revenue increase of 10.9% during fiscal year 
2007 primarily due to the increased collection of penalties for non-payment of tolls.  Revenue increases 
from the Bridge are driven by vehicles and tolls exclusively, and the Authority continues to strive to make 
the Bridge a safe passageway. 
   
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND OUTLOOK 
Airline Industry 
Since 2001, the global airline industry has undergone substantial structural changes and sustained 
significant financial losses.  Due to the discretionary nature of business and personal travel spending, 
airline passenger traffic and revenues are heavily influenced by the strength of the U.S. economy, other 
regional and world economies, corporate profitability, security concerns and other factors.  Permanent 
structural changes to the industry are the result of a number of factors including the impact of low cost 
carriers, internet travel web sites and carriers reorganizing under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.  Since 2001, 
several U.S. air carriers have sought to reorganize under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code 
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(“Chapter 11”), including United, Delta, Northwest Airlines and US Airways (all of which have since 
emerged from bankruptcy).  It is possible that other airlines may seek to reorganize under Chapter 11. 

After Delta Airlines filed for bankruptcy protection in September 2005, the Authority and Delta Airlines 
negotiated a restated and amended lease (the “Amended Lease”) for Terminal A pursuant to which Delta 
Airlines reduced the number of gates that it occupied in Terminal A.  The Amended Lease was approved 
by the Bankruptcy Court and by Ambac Assurance Corporation (“Ambac”) as insurer of the Terminal A 
Special Facility Bonds and is effective as of July 1, 2006.  As a result, Delta now has a ten year lease, 
which includes 12 of the 18 contact gates and four of the seven regional aircraft positions.  Delta emerged 
from bankruptcy on April 30, 2007.  The Authority is under no obligation to assume any liability for the 
Terminal A Special Facility bonds or to direct revenue, other than a portion of the Terminal A airline 
billings, to service the special facility debt.   
 
Faced with the growth of lower cost airlines, and evolving business technology, legacy airlines have been 
forced to change their business practices.  Many businesses have switched to lower-cost carriers and 
implemented significant reductions in business travel.  As a result, carriers that once structured their 
services around the business traveler during the economic expansion in the 1990s have been forced to 
reduce or eliminate services on unprofitable routes, reduce their work forces, implement wage and benefit 
reductions, and reduce fares in order to compete with lower cost carriers.  During fiscal year 2007, 
consolidation took place among the low cost carriers serving Logan Airport.  America West Airlines 
purchased the assets of US Airways and took the name US Airways.  Low cost carriers accounted for 
32.6% and 23.0% of all passengers carried by low cost carriers in fiscal years 2007 and 2006, 
respectively.  The percentage for fiscal year 2006 excludes US Airways prior to its combination with 
America West. 
 
Another major tangible change in the airline industry has been the significant increase in the use of 
smaller, regional jets.  According to the Official Airline Guide data, scheduled flights nationwide on 
regional jets increased from an average of 85,496 monthly departures in calendar year 2000 to 271,509 in 
calendar year 2006, a compounded annual growth rate of 21.2% during this period. 

Other trends that have emerged include (i) more widespread use of simplified fare structures, (ii) the 
growth of competition by lower-cost carriers in long haul markets, (iii) increased efficiency and 
productivity, and (iv) declining real fares.   

Local Economy 
The Boston area economy is an important factor in the Authority’s operations, although the regional and 
national economies also play an important role, as passengers and cargo from across the United States and 
around the world travel to and from Boston via Logan Airport and the Port of Boston.  The 
Commonwealth is home to a number of well-known and respected medical and educational institutions, 
providing relative stability to its economy.  Tourism is also a significant component of the 
Commonwealth’s economy.   
 
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Commonwealth’s seasonally adjusted unemployment 
rates were 4.9% for both June 30, 2006 and 2007, and were above the national seasonally adjusted 
unemployment rates of 4.6% and 4.5 % as of June 30, 2006 and 2007, respectively. 
 
MAJOR INITIATIVES 
Capital Program 
On February 14, 2007, the Members of the Authority approved its capital program for fiscal years 2007 
through 2011 (the “FY07-FY11 Capital Program”).  The FY07-FY11 Capital Program represents a 
comprehensive and coordinated capital improvement and financial master plan for all Authority facilities.  
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The program was developed in order to continue to fund security initiatives and airfield operation 
enhancements, through maximizing Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) and Transportation 
Security Administration grant receipts and utilizing a $4.50 Passenger Facility Charge (“PFC”).  The 
FY07-FY11 Capital Program allocates a significant amount of funding to important initiatives including 
existing security challenges facing the aviation industry, maintaining and enhancing the public airfield, 
and making improvements to the public parking facilities at the Airport.  At the same time, the Authority 
continues to strive to avoid or minimize adverse local and regional impacts associated with operations at 
the Airport and the Authority’s other facilities. 
 
During fiscal year 2007, the Authority disbursed approximately $250.2 million on its on-going capital 
program.  Major projects completed in fiscal year 2007 include Runway 14/32 and the renovation of the 
Central Garage at the Airport, which includes completely rebuilding the three lower floors of that garage, 
renovating the next two floors, and adding three new levels to that structure.  Other projects that were 
substantially completed in fiscal year 2007 include the Overlay of Runway 22L, the reconstruction of the 
alleyway between Terminals C and E, the buffer zones in the Southwest Service Area and on the Navy 
Fuel Pier, and various container capacity improvements at Conley Terminal.  In fiscal year 2007, work 
commenced on the reconfiguration of the Southwest Taxiways, the renovation of airfield apron lighting at 
Logan Airport, modifications of the baggage handling systems at all of the terminals at Logan Airport, 
and an upgrade of the airfield lighting system at Hanscom Field.  Major on-going projects that are 
scheduled for completion in fiscal year 2008 or beyond at the Airport include the Centerfield Taxiway 
project; the International Gateway; the enhanced security program; residential soundproofing in nearby 
communities; and certain Terminal Area Roadway improvements.  
 
Security 
The Authority has always placed a high priority on maintaining a strong security program.  Since 
September 11, 2001, it has undertaken numerous new security initiatives including the terminal 
modifications required to house the Transportation Security Administration’s 100% baggage screening 
system, a new access control system and various other boundary security measures.  In addition, during 
2004, the standards for maritime security increased dramatically.  The Authority’s new formal Maritime 
Security Plans for each of its maritime facilities were completed and submitted to the United States Coast 
Guard as required by the Transportation Security Administration.  Through June 30, 2007, the Authority 
has completed over $2.8 million of capital improvements at its port facilities to improve all aspects of 
perimeter security, access control, emergency power and lighting, and other security measures.  The 
Authority continues to place the highest priority on protecting the traveling public and making its 
facilities, Logan Airport, Hanscom Field, the Port and the Tobin Bridge, as safe and secure as possible. 
 
FEDERAL FUNDING 
The Authority participates in the FAA’s Airport Improvement Program (“AIP”), which provides Airport 
and Airway Trust Fund money for airport development, airport planning and noise abatement programs.  
The FAA offers both entitlement and discretionary grants for eligible projects.  Grants received under this 
program in fiscal year 2007 and 2006 totaled $9.8 million and $35.0 million, respectively.  AIP grants in 
2006 included a grant of approximately $21.1 million related to the development of Runway 14/32 at 
Logan Airport. 
 
In July 2007, the Authority secured a $15.0 million FAA grant that was the third grant received under a 
Letter of Intent in the amount of $90.8 million awarded in fiscal year 2004 by the FAA to provide grants 
in aid of the Authority’s airside improvement program spread over an eight-year period.  In fiscal year 
2006, the Authority secured a $13.6 million FAA grant and in fiscal year 2005, the Authority secured a 
$15 million FAA grant received, both under the Letter of Intent. 
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PASSENGER FACILITY CHARGE PROGRAM 
In 1993, the Authority’s application to levy a PFC of $3.00 was approved by the FAA.  The charge was 
imposed on tickets sold on and after November 1, 1993.  On July 29, 2005, the Authority submitted a 
request to the FAA to amend the existing PFC authorization to increase the collection amount from $3.00 
to $4.50, to decrease the amount of PFCs approved by the FAA to be used for certain completed projects, 
and to increase the FAA approved amount for the International Gateway Project to $483.6 million.  On 
September 2, 2005, the FAA issued a Final Agency Decision increasing the PFC collected from eligible 
passengers enplaning at Logan Airport to $4.50, effective October 1, 2005, increasing the amount of 
PFCs that may be used to fund construction and financing costs of the International Gateway Project to 
$483.6 million, and decreasing the amount for certain completed PFC projects.  Subsequently, on 
December 6, 2005, the Authority submitted a PFC Application to the FAA to add ten new projects to 
Logan Airport’s PFC Program, and amend one previously approved project.  The application requested 
authority to collect a $4.50 PFC to fund the projects.  On April 20, 2006, the FAA issued a Final Agency 
Decision approving the PFC Application.  The Final Agency Decision approved $293.0 million in PFC 
collection authority for the new projects, resulting in a total PFC collection authority of $995.0 million, 
and approved $280.2 million in PFC use authority, resulting in a total PFC use authority of $982.2 
million.  The projected expiration date for the collection of the $4.50 PFC is February 1, 2016.  The 
Authority has not yet sought PFC use authority for the Centerfield Taxiway project.   
 
Upon the issuance of the Authority’s PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 1999A and 1999B (the “PFC Bonds”) 
in June 1999, the Authority’s PFCs were pledged pursuant to the PFC Trust Agreement to support the 
PFC Bonds and to fund construction of eligible portions of the FAA approved projects.  In the event that 
PFC Bond proceeds, PFCs and other funding sources are inadequate to meet anticipated project costs, 
projects may be deferred, altered, or canceled. 
 
FINANCIAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES 
Internal Control Environment 
The Authority follows accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America 
applicable to governmental enterprise funds.  Accordingly, the Authority’s financial statements are 
prepared on an accrual basis of accounting. 
 
To provide the Authority with reasonable assurance that its financial resources are safeguarded against 
waste, loss, and misuse, and that reliable accounting and financial data are timely, complete, relevant, 
accurate, and fairly disclosed in reports, the Authority has established a system of internal controls.  
These internal controls provide the Authority with financial and accounting records from which financial 
statements are prepared.  The Authority’s Internal Audit function maintains oversight over the key areas 
of the Authority’s business and financial processes and controls.  The Authority’s Internal Audit team 
consists of dedicated and highly effective members who work diligently and passionately in evaluating 
the Authority’s internal control structure.  In addition, the Authority’s Audit and Finance Committee 
plays a critical role in the oversight of the Authority’s internal control structure.  This committee meets 
monthly with the senior staff of the Authority, and has regular communication with the Authority’s 
independent auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLC.  Internal Audit reports directly to the Authority’s 
Audit and Finance Committee.  
 
Management has established and maintains a system of internal controls to provide reasonable assurance 
that material financial information required to be disclosed by the Authority in its CAFR is recorded, 
processed, summarized and reported to management in a timely manner.  Management has reviewed the 
Authority’s current controls and procedures within the past ninety days and believes that such controls 
and procedures provide reasonable assurance as to the integrity and accuracy of the financial statements, 
in all material respects.  The concept of reasonable assurance is based on the recognition that the cost of 
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controls should not exceed the relative benefit of such controls, and requires estimates and judgment by 
management. 
 
Budgetary Controls 
Budgeting control and evaluation are accomplished by comparing actual interim and annual results with 
the budget.  The Authority prepares budget and non-GAAP actual financial statements on a monthly basis 
and prepares unaudited GAAP financial statements on a quarterly basis. 
 
If significant changes occur in the amounts available from expected funding sources, or if the costs of 
certain projects increase significantly, the Authority will reduce the scope of proposed projects, the 
overall capital program or both.  Many of the commitments within the Authority’s capital plan, such as 
the International Gateway project which doubled the size of Terminal E and the repair and expansion of 
the Central Garage, have already been authorized by the Authority and extend over several years.  
Nevertheless, each project within its capital program is a separate “module” which the Authority approves 
individually along with a separate project budget.  This permits the Authority to undertake the 
construction and financing of each of these additional projects independently of other capital projects.  
The Authority believes that the modular design of the capital program significantly increases its ability to 
make adjustments in capital spending when necessary. 
 
Accountability for Performance  
The Authority’s three operating departments, Aviation, Port and Bridge, have clear profit and loss 
responsibility.  The staff overseeing the operation of the Authority’s facilities is charged with balancing 
financial performance with operational demands and customer service as well as forecasting the 
implications of any proposed capital programs or operating initiatives, and for the collection of accounts 
receivable.   
 
All of the Authority’s internal reporting metrics have been refined to support the highlighted 
accountability of the operating departments.  The metrics are reviewed monthly, and quarterly 
performance meetings are held involving business units, finance staff and executive management.  A 
business plan has been developed that incorporates all operating and capital budget information as well as 
performance objectives.  
 
Cash Management and Investments 
All investments must be made pursuant to the Investment Policy adopted in 2000 by the Members of the 
Authority.  The majority of the Authority’s funds, including investments, are held by the Trustees under 
the 1978 Trust Agreement or the PFC Trust Agreement, respectively, or custodians for such Trustees, and 
are invested at the direction of the Authority.  An investment committee meets monthly to review 
projected cash flow needs and investments, and an investment oversight committee meets quarterly to 
review the Authority’s existing portfolios for compliance with the Investment Policy and comparability 
with external benchmarks, and to revise the existing investment strategies for the Authority’s various 
funds, if necessary. 
 
Cash collections during fiscal year 2007 were sufficient to cover all debt service deposits, make deposits 
to the Maintenance Reserve Fund and the Payment in Lieu of Taxes Fund and make cash deposits to the 
Improvement and Extension Fund, totaling $75.0 million for the year.  All of the Authority’s general 
revenue bonds and PFC bonds are secured by debt service reserve funds that are fully funded with cash.  
At June 30, 2007, the debt service reserve funds for the bonds secured by the 1978 Trust Agreement held 
$111.6 million to support the approximately $98.4 million in annual debt service on the Authority’s 
general revenue bonds; in fiscal year 2007, the Authority generated sufficient net revenues to achieve 
2.41 times coverage on these bonds.  Similarly, at June 30, 2007, there was $25.6 million in the debt 
service reserve fund securing the PFC bonds to support the roughly $18.5 million in annual debt service 
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on the PFC bonds (debt service net of certain investment income generated by non-PFC revenues under 
the 1999 PFC Trust Agreement); PFC debt coverage in fiscal year 2007 was 3.16.  
 
Capital Financing and Debt Management 
On May 31, 2007, the Authority issued $51.5 million in Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-A in order to 
finance roadway acquisitions, portions of Runway 14/32 that are not eligible for PFC or grant funds, 
airport edge buffers and boundary security infrastructure; and $32.1 million in refunding bonds Series 
2007-C in order to accomplish a current refunding of a portion of the 1997-B Bonds.  Also, on May 31, 
2007, the Authority issued $48.5 million in PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-B to fund a series of 
airfield improvements; and $65.1 million in PFC Refunding Bonds, Series 2007-D in order to refund the 
1999-A Bonds.  The Series 2007-A and 2007-C bonds are collectively referred to as the “2007 Bonds” 
and the Series 2007-B and Series 2007-D bonds are collectively referred to as the “2007 PFC Bonds.”  
The Official Statements relating to the Authority’s 2007 Bonds are available from the Authority or by 
accessing the Authority’s website at www.massport.com.   
 
As of June 30, 2007, prior to the principal payments made on July 1, 2007, outstanding obligations of the 
Authority issued pursuant to the 1978 Trust Agreement and the PFC Trust Agreement totaled 
approximately $1.6 billion including the Subordinated Revenue Bonds but excluding commercial paper. 
(Special facilities revenue bonds issued on behalf of and payable by certain borrowers are excluded 
because they are not general obligations of the Authority.)  In fiscal year 2007, the total amount deposited 
to pay debt service on obligations issued pursuant to the 1978 Trust Agreement (not including subordinate 
obligations) was an aggregate of principal and interest of $105.5 million, while the total amount deposited 
to pay debt service on bonds issued pursuant to the PFC Trust Agreement was an aggregate of principal 
and interest of $19.8 million.  
  
The rating agencies have recognized the value of the Authority’s fiscal restraint, revenue diversity and 
underlying market strengths.  As of June 30, 2006, the Authority’s revenue bonds were rated Aa3 with a 
stable outlook, AA- with a positive outlook, and AA- with a positive outlook by Moody’s Investor’s 
Services, Inc. (“Moody’s”), Fitch and S&P, respectively.   
 
In November 2006, Fitch upgraded the Authority's revenue bonds from AA- to AA, and Fitch upgraded 
the underlying rating of the Authority’s PFC Bonds from A to A+.  On the same day, Moody's affirmed 
the Authority’s existing Aa3 rating. 
 
When the Authority issued the 2007 Bonds in May 2007, the Fitch, Moody’s and S&P ratings were 
affirmed.  The Authority’s PFC Revenue Bonds are insured by Financial Security Assurance Inc. and are 
rated AAA, Aaa and AAA, as insured, by each of Fitch, Moody’s, and S&P, respectively.  When the 
Authority issued the 2007 PFC Bonds in May 2007, those bonds were assigned ratings of A+ by Fitch, 
A2 by Moody’s and A by S&P, without regard to the Bond Insurance Policy.  The Authority’s 
Commercial Paper Notes are rated A-1+ and P-1 by S&P and Moody’s, respectively, based on credit 
enhancement provided by the Bank of New York. 
 
Pension and Other Post-Employment Benefits 
Chapter 487 of the Massachusetts Acts of 1978 (“C. 487”) provided for the establishment of the 
Massachusetts Port Authority Employees’ Retirement System (the “Plan”), a contributory retirement 
system that is separate from the Massachusetts State Employees’ Retirement System.  Prior to 1978, 
Authority employees were members of the state employees’ system, and the funding of the pension 
liability was on a “pay-as-you-go” method.  Pursuant to C. 487, the Authority employees’ rights and 
benefits under the state plan were transferred to the Plan, and the Authority established a separate pension 
fund.  The Plan is a single employer plan which provides retirement benefits for substantially all 
employees of the Authority and incidental benefits for their surviving spouses, beneficiaries, and 
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Authority Board Members 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

 
The Authority consists of seven Members appointed by  

the Governor of Massachusetts to staggered terms of seven years each. 

Members serve without compensation. 

 
John A. Quelch Chairman 

Lois J. Catanzaro Vice Chair 

Bernard Cohen  

Paul D. Foster 

Ranch C. Kimball 

Paul McNally 

Frederic Mulligan 

 
Executive Staff 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

 
Thomas J. Kinton, Jr. CEO and Executive Director 

George K. Hertz Chief of Staff 

John P. Pranckevicius Director of Administration and Finance/Secretary-Treasurer 
 

Francis X. Anglin Director of Information Technology 

Sandra Casey Buford Director of Diversity 

Thomas J. Butler Director of External Affairs 

Edward C. Freni Director of Aviation 

David M. Gambone Director of Human Resources 

Michael A. Leone Port Director 

Danny T. Levy Director of Strategic Communications 

David S. Mackey Chief Legal Counsel 

Lowell L. Richards, III Chief Development Officer 

Houssam H. Sleiman Director of Capital Programs & Environmental Affairs 

Joseph C. Staub Acting Bridge Director 

Kelly B. Strong Director of Labor Relations/Labor Counsel 

Gail S. Titus Director of Internal Audit 

Dennis P. Treece Director of Corporate Security 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (unaudited) 

Introduction 
 
The following discussion and analysis of the financial performance and activity of the Massachusetts Port 
Authority (the “Authority”) is intended to provide an introduction and an overview of the financial 
statements of the Authority as of and for the years ended June 30, 2007 (“fiscal year 2007”), 2006 (“fiscal 
year 2006”) and 2005 (“fiscal year 2005”), respectively.  This discussion should be read in conjunction 
with the audited financial statements attached hereto.  Management has established and maintains certain 
internal controls and procedures designed to ensure that the annual financial statements are free from 
material misstatement and that all required disclosures are made in its annual financial statements.  
Management has reviewed the Authority’s current internal controls and procedures within the past ninety 
days and believes that such controls and procedures are adequate in order to record, process, summarize 
and report to management material information required to be disclosed by the Authority in its annual 
financial statements. 
 
The Authority has no taxing power and is not taxpayer funded.  The Authority owns Logan Airport, 
Hanscom Field, the Tobin Bridge (the “Bridge”), Conley Terminal and various other maritime properties 
(the “Port”).  It uses revenues from landing fees, parking fees, fees from terminal and other rentals, 
revenues from concessions, Bridge tolls, ground rents, and other fees and charges to fund operating 
expenses.  The Authority’s revenues also fund its capital expenditures; however, other sources of capital 
including, revenue bonds issued by the Authority, federal grants, and passenger facility charges (“PFCs”) 
are used to fund the Authority’s capital program initiatives.  The Authority’s bonds are secured solely by 
the Authority’s Revenues, as defined by the 1978 Trust Agreement and the PFC Revenue Bond Trust 
Agreement, respectively.  The Authority’s bonds do not constitute a debt, or a pledge of the full faith and 
credit of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts or of any political subdivision thereof. 

The Financial Statements 
The Authority’s financial statements include three financial statements: the Balance Sheets; the 
Statements of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets; and the Statements of Cash Flows.  These 
financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in 
the United States of America as promulgated by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board 
(“GASB”). 
 
The Balance Sheets depict the Authority’s financial position as of a point in time, specifically June 30, 
and include all assets and liabilities of the Authority.  The net assets represent the residual interest in the 
Authority’s assets after liabilities are deducted, and are displayed in three components: investment in 
capital assets, net of related debt, restricted and unrestricted.  The component of net assets comprising of 
investments in capital assets, net of related debt, includes restricted capital assets, is net of accumulated 
depreciation and is reduced by the outstanding balances of any outstanding debt and debt service reserves 
that are attributable to the acquisition, construction or improvement of those assets.  Please see footnote A 
in the financial statements attached hereto for a discussion on the Authority’s net assets. 
 
The Statements of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets report total operating revenues, 
operating expenses, nonoperating revenue and expenses, and other changes in net assets as of the end of 
the fiscal year.  Revenues and expenses are categorized as either operating or nonoperating based upon 
management’s policies as established in accordance with definitions set forth by the GASB.  Certain 
sources of the Authority’s revenues, including PFCs, investment income and capital grants are reported as 
nonoperating revenues and their use is restricted and generally are not available for operating purposes. 
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The Statements of Cash Flows present information showing how the Authority’s cash and cash 
equivalents position changed during the fiscal year.  The Statements of Cash Flows classify cash receipts 
and cash payments resulting from operating activities, capital and related financing activities, and 
investing activities. 
 
Financial Highlights 
 

• The Authority’s net assets increased by approximately $59.7 million or 4% during the fiscal year 
2007. 

• The assets of the Authority exceed its liabilities (net assets) as of June 30, 2007 by $1.45 billion. 
• During fiscal year 2007, the Authority invested approximately $234.8 million in capital assets. 
• Bonds payable of the Authority increased $47.5 million or 3 % during fiscal year 2007. 

 
The Authority’s Condensed Statements of Revenue, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets 
 

 

(in millions)
2007 2006 2005

Operating Revenues:
   Fees, tolls and other services 290.7$           268.7$           249.3$           
   Rentals 158.8            155.0            139.7             
   Concessions 55.8              53.7               49.9               
   Other, including operating grants 21.5              20.2               21.6               
       Total Operating Revenues 526.8 497.6 460.5

Operating Expenses:
   Operations & maintenance (255.0) (238.8) (213.8)
   General & administrative (47.0) (50.5) (47.6)
   Insurance (10.7) (6.6) (11.2)
   Payments in lieu of taxes (16.7) (15.8) (12.0)
   Depreciation and amortization (157.6) (142.1) (136.0)
       Total Operating Expenses (487.0) (453.8) (420.6)

      Operating Income 39.8 43.8 39.9

Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses):
   Passenger facility charges 57.5 48.3 35.3
   Investment income 26.8 20.6 13.5
   Other income/(expense), net 1.8 (4.7) 3.2
   Interest expense (76.9) (69.6) (64.6)
     Total Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses) 9.2 (5.4) (12.6)

     Income Before Capital Grant Revenue 49.0 38.4 27.3

Capital grant revenue 10.7 36.2 47.7

      Increase in Net Assets 59.7$             74.6$              75.0$             
 

The change in net assets of $59.7 million in fiscal year 2007 is approximately $14.9 million or 20% lower 
than the change in net assets for fiscal year 2006.  The decrease is the result of the Authority’s receipt of 
fewer capital grants which resulted in a reduction in capital grant revenue of approximately $25.5 million 
in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006.  The Authority did receive an additional $15.0 million in 
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capital grants in July 2007.  Income before capital grant revenue increased approximately $10.6 million or 
28% during the fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006.  This increase was the result of continued 
growth in operating revenues.  During fiscal year 2007, PFC revenue and investment income offset higher 
depreciation expenses and interest costs incurred by the Authority. 
 
Operating Revenues 
 
Fees, Tolls and Other Services 
 
Fees, tolls and other services revenue increased approximately $22.0 million or 8% from $268.7 million 
in fiscal year 2006 to $290.7 in fiscal year 2007.  Fees, tolls and other services revenue (“fee revenue”) 
consists primarily of parking fees, landing fees, bridge tolls and container handling fees.  During fiscal 
year 2007, the Authority experienced growth in each of these revenue categories.  The following table is a 
presentation of the revenue components included in fee revenue by the Authority’s primary business 
operations. 
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Aviation Activity.  Parking fees and landing fees comprise the majority of aviation fee revenue.  During 
fiscal year 2007, the Authority earned approximately $210.4 million in aviation fee revenue.  This 
represents an increase of approximately 9% over aviation fee revenue earned in fiscal year 2006 of $193.4 
million. 
 
Landing fees were approximately $82.2 million in fiscal year 2007 compared to $76.7 million in fiscal 
year 2006.  This increase of approximately $5.5 million or 7% was essentially the result of a higher 
average landing fee charged in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006.  The landing fee increased 
due to the additional costs associated with rising energy costs, as well as, higher costs associated with the 
investment in and operating costs of new and existing facilities. 
 
During fiscal year 2007, the Authority collected $99.4 million in parking revenue.  This was an increase 
of approximately $7.1 million or 8% over fiscal year 2006.  This increase was attributable to increase in 
vehicle exits resulting from approximately 2,800 additional parking spaces created through the expansion 
of the Central Garage, and an increase in the average revenue per ticket paid to Massport by parking 
customers. 
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Logan Airport has seen improvement in passenger activity over the past three years.  Aviation passenger 
traffic increased approximately 1.7%, 2.2% and 9.4% during fiscal years 2007, 2006 and 2005, 
respectively.  Specifically, passenger traffic was 27.9 million, 27.4 million and 26.9 million in fiscal year 
2007, 2006 and 2005, respectively.  During fiscal year 2007, landed weights remained constant at 20.4 
million pounds compared to fiscal year 2006 despite an increase in aircraft operations (take-offs and 
landings) of approximately 1.5% compared to fiscal year 2006. 
 

Logan Airport Operations
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Port Activity.  Port fee revenue increased approximately 2% in fiscal year 2007 from $44.2 million 
generated in fiscal year 2006 to $45.0 million in fiscal year 2007.  Terminal handling fees represent the 
majority of the Port’s fee revenue activity.  Terminal handling represents fees charged for handling 
containers which are loaded to or discharged from shipping vessels.  During fiscal year 2007, the Port 
experienced growth of approximately 5% in container volume compared to fiscal year 2006.  The 
Authority processed approximately 116,000, 111,000 and 104,000 containers during fiscal years 2007, 
2006 and 2005, respectively.   The growth in container volume experienced over the past three years is 
primarily the result of an increase in container volume from Asian imports. 
 
Bridge Activity.  During fiscal year 2007, toll revenue from the Tobin Bridge increased 11% to $31.1 
million compared to fiscal year 2006 toll revenue of $28.0 million.  The increase is the result of increased 
vehicle traffic of approximately 10% over fiscal year 2006 due to traffic pattern shifts following the 
partial closure of the Ted Williams Tunnel.  Tobin Bridge vehicle traffic was 11.0 million, 10.0 million 
and 9.7 million during fiscal years 2007, 2006 and 2005, respectively.  The Tobin Bridge toll has not 
increased since April 2004.  The remaining increase in fiscal year 2007 was due to the implementation of 
other Tobin Bridge initiatives including the increased collection of penalties for non-payment of tolls. 
 
Rentals 
 
Logan Airport accounts for approximately $137.7 million or 87% of the $158.8 million in total rental 
revenue recorded in the Authority’s financial statements.  Logan Airport rental revenue is earned from 
airlines for terminal building, cargo and hangar space that these companies occupy on airport property. 
 
Rental revenues from Logan Airport remained constant in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006.  
The Authority collects rental revenue on other non-aviation commercial properties and land that it owns.  
During fiscal year 2007, the Authority earned approximately $14.0 million in rental revenue on these non-
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aviation commercial properties which represented an increase of approximately $1.7 million or 14% 
compared to fiscal year 2006.  The increase in these rental revenues was the result of new executed lease 
agreements for development and improvements to the East Boston shipyard and marina and amendments 
related to the World Trade Center properties.  Lastly, the Port and Hanscom generated $3.7 million and 
$3.4 million in rental revenue, which represents approximately 2.4% and 2.2%, respectively, of total 
rental revenue earned in fiscal year 2007.  Rental revenue from the Port of Boston and Hanscom Field 
increased approximately $2.0 million or 41% due to increased occupancy rates which took effect in fiscal 
year 2007. 
 
Concessions 
 
During fiscal year 2007, the Authority earned approximately $55.8 million in concessions revenue 
compared to $53.7 million in fiscal year 2006, representing an increase of 4%.  Concessions revenue 
consists primarily of fees earned from ground services for airport passengers, including car rentals, taxis, 
bus and limousine services.  During fiscal year 2007, the Authority earned approximately $30.4 million in 
ground service fees compared to $29.2 million in fiscal year 2006.  This represents an increase of $1.2 
million or approximately 4%, which was the result of increases in passenger volumes.  The Authority also 
earns revenues from concession agreements based on a percent of total retail sales.  During fiscal year 
2007, revenue from retail tenants increased 1.5% from $13.3 million in fiscal year 2006 to $13.5 million 
for fiscal year 2007.  This increase was also attributable to an increase in passenger volume and related 
concession sales at Logan Airport. 
 
The following depicts the Authority’s significant revenue components by financial statement 
classification: 
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Operating Expenses 
 
Fiscal year 2007 operating expenses for the Authority were $487.0 million, an increase of $33.2 million 
or approximately 7% over fiscal year 2006.  Approximately 47% or $15.5 million of the increase in fiscal 
year 2007 is due to non-cash depreciation expense associated with the Authority’s continued investment 
in its infrastructure.  The remaining increase in fiscal year 2007 can be attributed to higher employer 
health care costs, a general wage increase, external service costs associated with maintaining a larger 
asset base, and elevated security requirements. 
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Operations and Maintenance 
Operations and maintenance costs represent approximately 52% of the Authority’s cost structure.  These 
costs relate to the operations and maintenance of each of the Authority’s facilities including Logan 
Airport and Hanscom Field, the Port and the Bridge.  During fiscal year 2007, the Authority incurred 
approximately $255.0 million in operations and maintenance costs, which represents an increase of $16.2 
million or approximately 7% over amounts incurred in fiscal year 2006.  The increase is essentially the 
result of a general wage increase and employer paid health care premiums, external service costs 
associated with maintaining a larger asset base, and elevated security requirements. 
 
General and Administrative 
General and administrative expenses have decreased as a percent of total expenses.  During fiscal year 
2007, the Authority incurred approximately $47.0 million in general and administrative expenses, a 
decrease of $3.5 million, or 7% compared to fiscal year 2006.  The decrease is essentially the result of a 
significant bad debt recovery associated with the Delta bankruptcy.  The decrease is partially offset by the 
cost of a general wage increase, higher employer paid health care premiums, and service contracts which 
kept pace with inflation. 
 
Insurance 
Insurance expense was approximately $10.7 million for fiscal year 2007 compared to $6.6 million for 
fiscal year 2006.  The increase of $4.1 million or 62% was essentially the result of additional claims in 
fiscal year 2007 as well as an updated actuarial valuation of the Authority’s potential claim exposure 
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related to loss reserves for workers compensation and general liability.  Please see footnote M in the 
financial statements attached hereto.  Premiums on commercial liability policies also increased in fiscal 
year 2007. 
 
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 
During fiscal year 2007, the Authority incurred approximately $16.7 million in statutorily required 
Payment-in-Lieu-of-Tax (“PILOT”) agreements with the Cities of Boston and Chelsea and the Town of 
Winthrop. These agreements should provide long term financial assistance to the communities, while 
improving the Authority’s relationships with its neighbors.  PILOT fees increased approximately 6% in 
fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006.  The fiscal year 2007 increase was the result of the re-
negotiation of these agreements which took effect in fiscal year 2006.  Please see footnote I in the 
financial statement attached hereto. 
 
Depreciation and Amortization 
Depreciation and amortization increased approximately $15.5 million in fiscal year 2007 due to the 
$393.4 million of capital investments the Authority completed and placed into service in fiscal year 2007.  
Please footnote D in the financial statements attached hereto. 
 
Other Nonoperating Revenue and Expense 
 
Passenger Facility Charge Revenues 
Passenger facility charge revenues increased approximately $9.2 million or 19% from $48.3 million in 
fiscal year 2006 to $57.5 million in fiscal year 2007.  The increase was the result of an increase in 
passenger volume, and the full year effect of the PFC increase effective October 2005 from $3.00 to 
$4.50.  Please see footnote E in the financial statements attached hereto. 
 
Investment Income 
The Authority earned approximately $26.8 million in investment income during fiscal year 2007.  This 
represented an increase of approximately $6.2 million or 30% over fiscal year 2006.  Increasing interest 
rates and more assets under management contributed to the increases in investment income during fiscal 
year 2007. 
 
Interest Expense 
During fiscal year 2007, the Authority incurred approximately $76.9 million in interest expense compared 
to $69.6 million in fiscal year 2006.  The increase of approximately $7.3 million or 10% was the result of 
rising interest rates.  The Authority’s average interest rate was approximately 4.6% and 4.2% in fiscal 
year 2007 and 2006, respectively.  
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The Authority’s Balance Sheets 
 
The balance sheets present the financial position of the Authority at the end of the fiscal year.  The 
statement includes all assets and liabilities of the Authority.  Net assets are the difference between total 
assets and total liabilities and are an indicator of the current fiscal health of the Authority.  A summarized 
comparison of the Authority’s assets, liabilities and net assets at June 30, 2007, 2006 and 2005 is as 
follows: 

 

(in millions)
2007 2006 2005

Assets
Current assets 383.5$           527.6$           586.0$           
Capital assets, net 2,541.9 2,464.1 2,341.3
Other non-current assets 396.9 231.6 303.3
          Total Assets 3,322.3$        3,223.3$        3,230.6$        

Liabilities
Current liabilities 205.6$           215.6$           247.7$           
Bonds payable, including current portion 1,619.1 1,571.6 1,619.5
Other non-current liabilities 46.4 44.6 46.5
          Total Liabilities 1,871.1$        1,831.8$        1,913.7$        

Net Assets
     Invested in capital assets, net of debt 901.5$           814.2$           772.9$           
     Restricted:
         Debt service 168.4 163.2 161.1
         Capital projects 95.5 183.7 148.8
         Passenger facility charges 52.9 48.3 50.5
         Other purposes 88.3 100.7 106.7
      Unrestricted 144.6 81.4 76.9
          Total Net Assets 1,451.2 1,391.5 1,316.9

          Total Liabilities and Net Assets 3,322.3$        3,223.3$        3,230.6$        
 

The Authority ended fiscal year 2007 with assets of $3.32 billion, liabilities of $1.87 billion and net assets 
of $1.45 billion.  The Authority’s assets consist essentially of capital assets, which represent 
approximately 77% of the Authority’s total assets as of June 30, 2007.  The Authority’s liabilities consist 
primarily of bonds payable including current portion, which account for 87% of total liabilities. 
 
Cash and Investments 
 
The Authority’s cash and investments totaled $670.0 million on June 30, 2007, an increase of $39.1 
million from the $630.9 million as of June 30, 2006.  The increase of cash and investments in fiscal year 
2007 was primarily the result of the issuance of new bonds in fiscal year 2007 to assist in the financing of 
the Authority’s capital program.  Please see footnote C in the financial statements attached hereto. 
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The following summary shows the major sources and uses of cash during the following fiscal years: 
 

 
(in millions)

2007 2006 2005
Net cash provided by operating activities 208.3$       181.1$        175.9$       
Net cash used for capital and related financing activities (198.3) (310.8) (46.6)
Net cash provided by (used for) investing activities 106.5 59.0 (65.1)
Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents 116.5 (70.7) 64.2

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 111.2 181.9 117.7

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year 227.7$       111.2$        181.9$       
 

Capital Assets 
 
As stated previously, capital assets comprise approximately 77% of the Authority’s assets.  As of June 30, 
2007, the Authority had investments in facilities of approximately $2.54 billion, which includes both 
completed facilities (assets in service) and construction work-in progress.  During fiscal year 2007, the 
Authority invested approximately $234.8 million for new assets and improvements on existing assets.  
The Authority continues to invest in its transportation infrastructure for the benefit of its constituents.  
During fiscal year 2006, the Authority invested $254.6 million in capital assets.  Please see footnote D in 
the financial statements attached hereto. 
 
The Authority’s capital assets are principally funded by the proceeds of revenue bonds, Authority 
revenues, PFCs and capital contributions from federal grants. 
 
Major projects representing amounts expended during fiscal year 2007 include the completion of Runway 
14/32 and the renovation of the Central Garage at Logan Airport.  In fiscal year 2007, work commenced 
at Logan Airport on the Southwest Taxiway improvements, the rehabilitation of Runways 22L and 33R, 
apron lighting, modifications to the baggage rooms, the replacement of the roof on Terminal B and the 
buffer zone in the Southwest service area.  Work also commenced on the airfield electrical upgrades at 
Hanscom. 
 
Following is a breakdown of capital assets by business facility: 
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Bonds Payable 
 
The Authority has bonds payable outstanding of approximately $1.62 billion as of June 30, 2007.  Bonds 
payable increased approximately $47.4 million during fiscal year 2007.  This increase was primarily the 
result of the issuance of the Series 2007 A and B Revenue Bonds of $100.0 million, which was partially 
offset by principal payments of approximately $52.6 million made on existing outstanding bonds payable 
during fiscal year 2007.  During fiscal year 2006, the Authority made principal payments of 
approximately $47.3 million.   
 
The Authority issued Series 2007-C and D Refunding Bonds of approximately $97.2 million which were 
used to refund amounts outstanding from the 1997 Series B and 1999 Series A Bonds. 
  
Please see footnote F in the financial statements attached hereto. 
 
Recent Bond Issuances 
 
On May 31, 2007, the Authority issued $51.5 million in Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-A in order to 
finance roadway acquisitions and portions of Runway 14/32, and $32.1 million in Refunding Bonds, 
Series 2007-C in order to accomplish a current refunding of a portion of the 1997-B Bonds.  Also, on 
May 31, 2007, the Authority issued $48.5 million in PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-B to fund a series 
of airfield improvements; and $65.1 million in PFC Refunding Bonds, Series 2007-D in order to refund 
the 1999-A Bonds.  The Official Statements relating to the Authority’s 2007 Bonds are available from the 
Authority or by accessing the Authority’s website.  Please see footnote F in the financial statements 
attached hereto. 
 
Credit Ratings: 
The Authority’s revenue bonds have an underlying rate of AA by Fitch, Aa3 by Moody’s and AA- by 
S&P.  In November 2006, Fitch upgraded the Authority’s revenue bonds from AA- to AA, and Fitch 
upgraded the underlying rating of the Authority’s PFC bonds from A to A+.  When the Authority issued 
the 2007 Bonds in May 2007, they were rated AAA, as insured, by each of Fitch, Moody’s and S&P, 
respectively, while the underlying ratings were affirmed.  The Authority’s PFC Revenue Bonds are 
insured by Financial Security Assurance Inc. and are rated AAA, Aaa and AAA, as insured, by each of 
Fitch, Moody’s, and S&P, respectively.  When the Authority issued the 2007 PFC Bonds in May 2007, 
those bonds were assigned underlying ratings of A+ by Fitch, A2 by Moody’s and A by S&P, without 
regard to the Bond Insurance Policy.  The Authority’s Commercial Paper Notes are rated A-1+ and P-1 
by S&P and Moody’s, respectively, based on credit enhancement provided by the Bank of New York. 

 
The Authority, through its 1978 Trust Agreement, has covenanted to maintain a debt service coverage 
ratio of not less than 1.25.  Debt service coverage is calculated based on a formula set forth in the 1978 
Trust Agreement.  Historically, the Authority has maintained a coverage ratio higher than its requirement.  
As of June 30, 2007, 2006, and 2005, the Authority’s debt service coverage under the 1978 Trust 
Agreement was 2.41, 2.33, and 2.60, respectively.  A similar debt service coverage ratio is required 
through the Authority’s PFC Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.  As of June 30, 2007, 2006, and 2005, the 
Authority’s PFC debt service coverage under the PFC Trust Agreement was 3.16, 2.45, and 1.78, 
respectively. 
 
Net Assets 
 
Net assets, which represent the residual interest in the Authority’s assets after liabilities are deducted, 
were $1.45 billion as of June 30, 2007, an increase of $59.7 million from fiscal year 2006.  Those net 
assets invested in capital assets, net of related debt was $901.5 million, an increase of $87.3 million over 
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fiscal year 2006.  The Authority’s restricted net assets of $405.1 million as of June 30, 2007, are subject 
to the pledge of the 1978 Trust Agreement or the PFC Trust Agreement.  The remaining unrestricted 
assets of $144.6 million are deposited in the Improvement and Extension Fund and may be used for any 
lawful purpose of the Authority, and have been fully committed to support the Authority’s capital 
program and to fund the Authority’s liabilities associated with Other Post-Employment Benefits 
(“OPEB”).  Specifically, during fiscal year 2007, the Authority allocated $50.8 million to partially fund 
the Authority’s estimated OPEB liability.  Please see footnote A of the financial statements attached 
hereto. 
 
Contacting the Authority’s Financial Management 
 
For additional information concerning the Authority, please see the Authority’s website, 
www.massport.com.  Financial information can be found in the Investor Relations section of the website 
by clicking on “About Massport”, and then clicking on “Who We Are”.  The Authority’s executive 
offices are located at One Harborside Drive, Suite 200S, East Boston, Massachusetts 02128, and the main 
telephone number is (617) 568-5000.  Questions may be directed to John P. Pranckevicius, CPA, Director 
of Administration and Finance and Secretary-Treasurer for the Massachusetts Port Authority. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.massport.com/


Massachusetts Port Authority 
Balance Sheets 

June 30, 2007 and 2006 
(In Thousands) 

 

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 

 

ASSETS 2007 2006
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 71,540$           40,642$           
Investments 33,161             68,535             
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 156,161           70,565             
Restricted investments 75,850             286,886           
Accounts receivable – net of allowance for 
     doubtful accounts of $11,616 and $13,754 as 
     of June 30, 2007 and 2006, respectively 36,806             32,841             
Accounts receivable-grants 1,870               23,477             
Prepaid expenses and other assets 8,142               4,690               

          Total current assets 383,530           527,636           

NONCURRENT ASSETS
Investments 75,366             11,707             
Restricted investments 257,916           152,569           
Prepaid expenses and other assets 23,521             25,756             
Investment in joint venture 3,075               3,061               
Intangible assets, net 37,009             38,551             

Capital assets 3,881,095         3,635,346         
Less accumulated depreciation (1,339,182)        (1,171,292)        
     Capital assets, net 2,541,913         2,464,054         

 
            Total noncurrent assets 2,938,800         2,695,698         

TOTAL ASSETS 3,322,330$       3,223,334$       

 
 
 

(Continued on next page)
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Massachusetts Port Authority 
Balance Sheets, Continued 

June 30, 2007 and 2006 
(In Thousands) 

 
 

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 

 

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 2007 2006
CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accounts payable and accrued expenses 70,846$           73,267$           
Compensated absences 1,124               1,144               
Retainage 3,515               10,362             
Current maturities of short term bonds payable 57,673             53,206             
Commercial notes payable 89,000             89,000             
Accrued interest payable 33,277             37,122             
Deferred income 7,826               4,680               

          Total current liabilities 263,261           268,781           

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 

Accrued expenses 8,856               5,450               
Compensated absences 21,365             21,740             
Retainage 4,512               4,707               
Long term bonds payable 1,561,402         1,518,413         
Deferred income 11,706             12,723             

          Total noncurrent liabilities 1,607,841         1,563,033         

          TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,871,102         1,831,814         

NET ASSETS

Invested in capital assets, net of related debt 901,516           814,180           
Restricted
     Bond funds 168,445           163,210           
     Project funds 95,495             183,725           
     Passenger facility charges 52,866             48,303             
     Other purposes 88,351             100,736           
          Total restricted 405,157           495,974           

Unrestricted (See Note C) 144,555           81,366             

          TOTAL NET ASSETS 1,451,228         1,391,520         

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 3,322,330$       3,223,334$       
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Massachusetts Port Authority 
Statements of Revenues, Expenses and 

Changes in Net Assets 
For the Years Ended June 30, 2007 and 2006 

(In Thousands) 
 

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 

 

2007 2006
Operating revenues:
     Fees, tolls and other services 290,679$         268,723$          
     Rentals 158,848 154,991
     Concessions 55,826 53,678
     Other 18,500 16,752
     Operating grants 2,976 3,490
Total operating revenues 526,829 497,634

Operating expenses:
     Operations and maintenance 252,905 236,359
     Administration 48,233 46,653
     Insurance 10,689 6,632
     Pension 3,140 3,715
     Payments in lieu of taxes 16,732 15,771
     (Recovery)/Provision for uncollectible accounts (2,256) 2,609
     Depreciation and amortization 157,550 142,071
Total operating expenses 486,993 453,810

Operating income 39,836 43,824

Nonoperating revenues (expenses):
     Passenger facility charges 57,504 48,324
     Investment income 26,845 20,648
     Net change in the fair value of investments 1,812             (2,870)
     Other revenues -                351
     Settlement of claims 200 438
     Other expenses (382) (2,780)
     Gain on sale of equipment 45 102
     Interest expense (76,860) (69,601)
Total nonoperating revenues (expenses) 9,164 (5,388)

Income before capital grant revenue 49,000 38,436

     Capital grant revenue 10,708 36,209

Increase in net assets 59,708 74,645

     Net assets, beginning of year 1,391,520 1,316,875

     Net assets, end of year 1,451,228$      1,391,520$       
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Massachusetts Port Authority 
Statements of Cash Flows 

For the Years Ended June 30, 2007 and 2006 
(In Thousands) 

 

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 

 

2007 2006
Cash flows from operating activities:

Cash received from customers and operating grants 536,392$     494,452$        
Cash payments:
     To vendors for goods and services (199,239)      (193,916)        
     To employees for services (112,161)      (103,369)        
     Payments in lieu of taxes (16,732)       (16,071)          

          Net cash provided by operating activities 208,260       181,096          

Cash flows from capital and related financing activities:
Acquisition and construction of capital assets (250,170)      (311,917)        
Proceeds from issuance of bonds, net 201,735       -                
Principal and interest paid on refunded bonds (105,007)      -                
Principal paid on bonds (52,620)       (47,285)          
Interest paid (81,360)       (72,527)          
Proceeds from commercial notes payable -             19,000           
Proceeds from passenger facility charges 56,710         46,899           
Capital grants 32,135         54,467           
Settlement of claims 200             438                
Proceeds from sale of equipment 51               145                

          Net cash used for capital and 
             related financing activities (198,326)      (310,780)        

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchases of investments (649,457)      (504,728)        
Proceeds from sales and maturities of investments 727,800       543,341          
Interest earned on investments 28,217         20,332           

          Net cash provided by
              investing activities 106,560       58,945           

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 116,494       (70,739)          

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 111,207       181,946          

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year 227,701$     111,207$        
 

 
 

(Continued on next page)
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Massachusetts Port Authority 
Statements of Cash Flows, Continued 

For the Years Ended June 30, 2007 and 2006 
(In Thousands) 

 

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 

 

2007 2006
Reconciliation of operating income to net cash

provided by operating activities:
  Operating income 39,836$       43,824$          

Adjustments to reconcile operating income to net
cash provided by operating activities:
  Depreciation and amortization 157,550       142,071          
  Provision for uncollectible accounts (2,256)         2,609             
  Changes in assets and liabilities:
       Accounts receivable (913)            (4,697)            
       Prepayments and other assets 365             5,919             
       Accounts payable and accrued expenses 11,944         (8,561)            
       Accrued compensated absences (395)            1,668             
       Deferred income 2,129          (1,737)            

            Total adjustments 168,424       137,272          

Net cash provided by operating activities 208,260$     181,096$        
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Massachusetts Port Authority 
Notes to Financial Statements 

 
A. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
 

Reporting Entity 
The Massachusetts Port Authority (the “Authority”) is a body politic and corporate and a public 
instrumentality of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts (the “Commonwealth”) created and 
existing pursuant to Chapter 465 of the Acts of 1956, as amended, (the “Enabling Act”).  The 
Authority controls, operates and manages Boston-Logan International Airport (“Logan Airport”), 
Laurence G. Hanscom Field, Maurice J. Tobin Memorial Bridge (“Bridge”), the Port of Boston 
and other facilities in the Port of Boston.   
 
The Authority has no stockholders or equity holders, and the Authority's financial statements are 
not a component of The Commonwealth's financial statements.  The provisions of the Enabling 
Act and the Trust Agreement, dated as of August 1, 1978 as amended (the “1978 Trust 
Agreement”), between the Authority and U.S. Bank National Association (as successor to State 
Street Bank and Trust Company), as trustee (the “Trustee”), and the PFC Revenue Bond Trust 
Agreement dated May 6, 1999, as amended (the “PFC Trust Agreement”), between the Authority 
and The Bank of New York, as trustee (the “PFC Trustee”), govern all funds, with limited 
exceptions, received by the Authority pursuant to the Enabling Act. 

 
 Basis of Accounting 

The Authority’s activities are accounted for similar to those often utilized in the private sector 
using the flow of an economic resources measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting 
in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America 
(“GAAP”).  
 
Commencing on July 1, 1995, the Authority elected to apply all GASB and Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (“FASB”) pronouncements issued before November 30, 1989, under the 
provisions of GASB Statement No. 20.   Accordingly, FASB Statements issued after FASB No. 
104 are not incorporated in the Authority’s financial statements. 
 
Revenues from airlines, rentals, parking fees, tolls and concessions are reported as operating 
revenues.  Capital grants, financing or investing related transactions are reported as nonoperating 
revenues.  All expenses related to operating the Authority’s facilities are reported as operating 
expenses.  Interest expense and financing costs are reported as nonoperating expenses. 
 
Net Assets 
The Authority follows the “business type” activity requirements of GASB Statement No. 34, 
Basic Financial Statements and Management’s Discussion and Analysis for State and Local 
Governments, which requires that resources be classified for accounting and reporting purposes 
into the following three net asset categories:   
• Invested in capital assets, net of related debt:  Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation 

and outstanding principal balances of debt attributable to the acquisition, construction or 
improvement of those assets. 

• Restricted: Net assets whose use by the Authority is subject to externally imposed stipulations 
that can be fulfilled by actions of the Authority pursuant to those stipulations or that expire by 
the passage of time.  Such assets included the construction funds held pursuant to the 1978 
Trust Agreement and the PFC Trust Agreement. 

• Unrestricted:  Net assets that are not subject to externally imposed stipulations.  Unrestricted 
net assets may be designated for specific purposes by action of management or the Members 
of the Authority or may otherwise be limited by contractual agreements with outside parties. 
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Massachusetts Port Authority 
Notes to Financial Statements 

 
A. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued  
 

Restricted Assets 
 The balance sheets caption, “Restricted Assets”, represents trusteed assets under the 1978 Trust 

Agreement and the PFC Trust Agreement that are earmarked to fund certain activities of the 
Authority such as construction of new facilities, debt service and debt service reserves. 

 
 Cash and Cash Equivalents 
 The Authority considers all highly liquid investments, including Restricted Assets, with an 

original maturity of 30 days or less when purchased to be cash equivalents. 
 
 Investments 
 Investments with an original maturity greater than one year are recorded at their fair value.  

Investments with an original maturity of less than one year are carried at amortized cost which 
approximates fair value.  Investments consist of U.S. Government and agency obligations, 
repurchase agreements collateralized by U.S. Government or agency obligations, shares in the 
Massachusetts Municipal Depository Trust (“MMDT”) and other investments permitted under the 
1978 Trust Agreement or the PFC Trust Agreement.  (See Note C.) 

 
 The U.S. Treasury has issued regulations on calculating the rebate due to the U.S. Government on 

arbitrage profits and determining compliance with the arbitrage rebate provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.  Arbitrage profits arise when the Authority temporarily 
invests the proceeds of tax-exempt debt in securities with higher yields.  The Authority records a 
liability for arbitrage profits, if any, when the likelihood of payment becomes probable.  The 
Authority recorded arbitrage rebate liability of $0.7 million in June 30, 2007 and $0.6 million in 
June 30, 2006, respectively. 

 
 Capital Assets 

All capital assets are carried at cost less allowance for accumulated depreciation.  Such costs 
include, where appropriate, capitalized interest and related legal costs.  Expenditures for repairs 
and maintenance are charged to expense as incurred.  The capitalization threshold table is shown 
below: 

 
Asset Category Capitalization Threshold 
Buildings & Bridge $10,000 
Machinery & Equipment $5,000 
Equipment Repair/Overhaul (Major) $25,000 
Runways, Runways & Other Paving  $50,000 
Land All land acquisitions are capitalized 
Land Improvements $50,000 

 
The Authority capitalizes certain interest costs associated with tax-exempt borrowings, less any 
interest earned on the investment of the proceeds of those borrowings during the period of 
construction.  Interest expense of $2.6 million and $9.1 million, reduced by interest income of 
$0.4 million and $3.6 million, resulted in capitalized interest of $2.2 million and $5.6 million for 
the years ended June 30, 2007 and 2006, respectively. 
 

 Depreciation is calculated on the straight-line method based on the estimated useful lives of the 
applicable assets beginning in the fiscal year of acquisition or completion of construction.   
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Massachusetts Port Authority 
Notes to Financial Statements 

 
A. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued  
 

Depreciation is computed on facilities, which are recorded in the accounts of the Authority, 
including those financed by grants based on the following useful lives.  (See Note D.) 

 
Bridge 100 years 
Bridge improvements 10 to 25 years 
Buildings 25 years  
Runways and other airfield paving 25 years 
Roadway 25 years 
Machinery and equipment   5 to 10 years 

 
Bonds Payable Refunding 
The Authority periodically refunds components of its bonds payable.  When this occurs, the 
difference between the reacquisition price and the net carrying amount of the old bond payable is 
deferred and amortized as a component of interest expense over the life of the old or new bond 
payable, whichever is shorter.  The amount deferred is reported as a deduction from bonds 
payable in the aggregate. 
 
Bond Payable Issuance Costs 
Bond issuance costs represent expenses incurred in the process of issuing bonds and are 
amortized over the life of the related bond, using the straight-line method which approximates the 
effective interest method. 

  
Passenger Facility Charges 
Revenues derived from the collection of passenger facility charges (“PFCs”) are recognized on 
the accrual basis and reported as nonoperating revenue by the Authority.  
 
Federal Grants 

 When a grant agreement is approved and eligible expenditures are incurred, the amount is 
recorded as a federal grant receivable and as capital or operating grant revenue in the Statements 
of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets. 

  
 Revenue Recognition 
 Rental and concession fees are generated from airlines, rental cars, and other commercial tenants.  

Leases with airlines are based on full cost recovery, through rates and charges discussed below.  
Rental revenue on leases is recognized over the term of the associated lease.  Concession revenue 
is recognized partially based on reported concession revenue and partially based on minimum 
rental guarantees.  These amounts are recognized as revenue as they are earned typically over the 
term of the lease. 

  
 Landing fees are principally generated from scheduled airlines and non-scheduled commercial 

aviation and are based on the landed weight of the aircraft.  The scheduled airline fee structure is 
determined annually based on full cost recovery pursuant to an arrangement between the 
Authority and the respective airlines.  Landing fees are recognized as part of operating revenue 
when airline related facilities are utilized.  

 
 Parking fees, other services and toll revenue are recognized at the time the services are provided. 
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Massachusetts Port Authority 
Notes to Financial Statements 

 
A. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued  
 

Intangible Assets 
Intangible assets consist of the rights to use certain parking spaces acquired by the Authority. 
Intangible assets are amortized on a straight-line basis over 30 years.  Amortization expense 
related to intangible assets was approximately $1.5 million for fiscal year 2007 and 2006, 
respectively. 

 
 Self-Insurance 
 The Authority, as mandated by the 1978 Trust Agreement, self insures certain liabilities 

associated with its operations.  The Authority records a liability for this exposure which is 
included in accounts payable and accrued expenses on the balance sheets.  The funds in the 
restricted self insurance account are intended to pay claims that are below insurance policies’ 
deductible limits, and to be available to fund certain claims that may not be insurable on 
reasonable terms, if any.  Investments used to fund self-insurance claims are included within 
Restricted Assets in the accompanying balance sheets.   (See Note M) 

 
Accounting for Compensated Absences 
The Authority accrues for vacation and sick pay liabilities when they are earned by the employee.  
The liability for vested vacation and sick pay is reflected in the accompanying balance sheets 
under “compensated absences.”  The compensated absences earned for fiscal year 2007 were 
valued at $11.6 million and those taken were valued at $12.0 million.  During fiscal year 2006, 
the compensated absences earned were valued at $10.6 million and those taken were valued at 
$8.9 million. 
 
Deferred Income 
Deferred income consists primarily of amounts received in advance for future rent or other 
services, which will be recorded as revenue on a straight-line basis over the applicable period. 
 
Related Parties 
The Authority may enter into certain transactions from time to time with business organizations 
that employ individuals that are also members of the Authority.  The transactions are performed 
in accordance with the Authority’s established policies and procedures, and management and the 
members report and monitor related party transactions in accordance with a formally adopted 
Conflict of Interest Policy. 
 
New Accounting Pronouncements 
In August 2004, the GASB issued Statement No. 45, Accounting and Financial Reporting by 
Employers for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions, (“GASB 45”), effective for the 
Authority’s fiscal year beginning July 1, 2007.  Statement No. 45 requires accrual-based 
measurement, recognition and disclosure of OPEB expense, such as retiree medical and dental 
costs, over the employees’ years of service, along with the related liability, net of any plan assets.  
The Authority expects to adopt GASB 45 in fiscal year 2008. 
 
The Authority commissioned an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2006, which estimated its 
OPEB liability to be in the range of $167.5 million to $268.6 million.  Currently, the plan is 
unfunded; however, the Authority’s board of directors designated approximately $50.8 million in 
unrestricted net assets to partially fund the OPEB liability and commence the process of 
establishing an OPEB Trust.  Upon the creation of the OPEB Trust, the Authority expects to 
transfer these unrestricted net assets to the OPEB Trust. 
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A. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued  
 
The Authority currently recognizes OPEB costs when benefits are paid to participants.  During 
the years ended June 30, 2007 and 2006, the Authority recognized approximately $5.1 million 
and $4.5 million in OPEB expenses.      
 
In December 2006, the GASB issued Statement No. 49, Accounting and Financial Reporting for 
Pollution Remediation Obligations, effective for the Authority’s fiscal year beginning July 1, 
2007.  This Statement requires the recognition of a liability related to pollution remediation.  The  
statement also requires a disclosure about the pollution obligations associated with environmental 
clean up efforts.  The Authority will adopt this statement for fiscal year 2008.  

 
In May 2007, the GASB issued Statement No. 50, Pension Disclosures, effective for the 
Authority’s fiscal year beginning July 1, 2007.  The statement requires additional pension 
disclosures regarding funded status.  The Authority will adopt this statement for fiscal year 2008.  

 
Management Estimates 

 The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America requires management, where necessary, to make 
estimates and assumptions that effect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure 
of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported 
amounts of revenue and expenses during the reporting period.  Actual results could differ from 
those estimates.  
 
Accounting per Applicable Trust Agreements 
Under the 1978 Trust Agreement, cash revenues of the Authority are deposited daily into the 
Revenue Fund established pursuant to the 1978 Trust Agreement and are transferred to the cash 
concentration account.  All such revenues are then transferred to the various funds established 
pursuant to the 1978 Trust Agreement.  After providing for operating expenses, including pension 
expense and transfers to the self insurance account, cash revenues are then transferred to the 
Interest and Sinking Fund, which are applied to debt service on any outstanding revenue bonds, 
the Maintenance Reserve Fund, the Payment In Lieu of Taxes Fund and, if applicable, the Capital 
Budget Fund and finally the Improvement and Extension Fund.   
 
PFCs are deposited in the PFC Pledged Revenue Fund established pursuant to the PFC Revenue 
Bond Trust Agreement and are utilized to pay debt service on PFC Revenue Bonds as required in 
the PFC Trust Agreement.  Any remaining funds are transferred to the PFC Capital Fund.   
 
Please see footnote B, Reconciliation Between Increase in Net Assets as Calculated Under GAAP 
and Net Revenues as Calculated Under Accounting Practices Prescribed by the 1978 Trust 
Agreement, below.   
 
Financial Statement Reclassification 
Certain accounts in the June 30, 2006 financial statements have been reclassified to conform to 
the June 30, 2007 presentation.  

 
 
 
 
  



Massachusetts Port Authority 
Notes to Financial Statements 

 
B. Reconciliation Between Increase in Net Assets as Calculated Under GAAP and Net 

Revenues as Calculated Under Accounting Practices Prescribed by the 1978 Trust 
Agreement  
 
Presented below is the calculation of the net revenue of the Authority under the 1978 Trust 
Agreement.  Net revenue calculated based on the 1978 Trust Agreement is used in determining 
the Authority’s compliance with the debt service coverage ratio.    

2007 2006

Increase in Net Assets per GAAP 59,708$        74,645$        
Adjustments:
Add (1):
  Depreciation and amortization 157,550        142,071        
  Interest expense 76,860          69,601          
  Payments in-lieu of taxes 16,732          15,771          
  Net loss in change in fair value of investments -              2,870           
  Other expenses 382              2,780           
  Self insurance expenses 2,583           -              
  Other non-1978 Trust expenses -              515              

Less (2):
  Passenger facility charges (57,504)        (48,324)        
  Capital grant revenue (10,708)        (36,209)        
  Net gain in change of fair value of investments (1,812)          -              
  Other revenue -              (351)             
  Settlement of claims (200)             (438)             
  Gain on sale of equipment (45)              (102)             
  Investment income on non-1978 Trust assets (5,861)          (6,376)          
  Other non-1978 Trust income (174)             -              

Net Revenue per the 1978 Trust Agreement 237,511$      216,453$      

(1)    Expenses recognized under GAAP which are excluded under the 1978 Trust Agreement. 
(2)    Revenue recognized under GAAP which are excluded under the 1978 Trust Agreement. 
 
Total Revenues, as defined by the 1978 Trust Agreement, pledged for the repayment of bonds 
issued under the 1978 Trust Agreement were $550.1 million and $510.4 million for the years 
ended June 30, 2007 and 2006, respectively.  These amounts are based on total operating 
revenues per GAAP plus a portion of investment income less the provision for uncollectible 
accounts. 
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C. Cash, Cash Equivalents and Investments 
 

The Authority’s investments are made in accordance with the provisions of the 1978 Trust 
Agreement and the PFC Revenue Bond Trust Agreement along with investment policy adopted 
by the Members of the Authority (the “Investment Policy”).  The goals of the Investment Policy 
are, in order of importance, to preserve capital, to provide liquidity and to generate interest 
income. 
 
The following summarizes the Authority’s cash and cash equivalents and investments by type 
held at June 30, 2007 and 2006. 

 

(In thousands)
Credit  Fair Effective

Rating (1) Cost Value Duration

Federal Home Loan Bank AAA/Aaa 178,714$    178,465$    0.732         
MMDT Unrated 120,016      120,016      0.003         
Forward Delivery Agreements AAA/Aaa 99,097        99,102        3.735         
Federal National Mortgage Association AAA/Aaa 89,854        89,257        0.728         
Corporate Commercial Paper A-1+/P-1 44,078        44,082        0.052         
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. AAA/Aaa 40,695        40,472        1.154         
Morgan Stanley Government Fund AAA/Aaa 37,484        37,484        0.003         
Cash Deposits Unrated 18,644        18,644        0.003         
ParkEx Principal GIC AAA/Aaa (3 ) 17,815        17,814        11.846       
Federal Farm Credit AAA/Aaa 15,133        15,135        0.005         
Certificates of Deposits AAA/Aaa (2 ) 5,030          5,030          0.360         
Citizens Bank Money Market Unrated 4,493          4,493          0.723         

 671,053$    669,994$    
(In thousands)

Credit  Fair Effective
Rating (1) Cost Value Duration

Federal Home Loan Bank AAA/Aaa 126,093$    125,443$    0.644         
MMDT Unrated 65,895        65,895        0.003         
Forward Delivery Agreements AAA/Aaa 144,899      144,841      2.861         
Federal National Mortgage Association AAA/Aaa 100,716      99,422        0.759         
Corporate Commercial Paper A-1+/P-1 20,895        20,896        0.082         
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. AAA/Aaa 89,644        89,047        0.542         
Morgan Stanley Government Fund AAA/Aaa 25,108        25,108        0.003         
Cash Deposits Unrated 10,897        10,897        0.003         
ParkEx Principal GIC AAA/Aaa 16,764        16,764        12.130       
Federal Farm Credit AAA/Aaa 6,533          6,501          0.340         
Certificates of Deposits AAA/Aaa (2 ) 5,029          5,029          0.374         
Citizens Bank Money Market Unrated 4,490          4,490          0.003         
United States Treasury Bonds/Notes NA 13,058        12,869        0.830         
Federal Agricultural Mortgage Corp. Unrated 3,753          3,702          0.876         

633,774$    630,904$    

and Investments

and Investments

2007 Cash , Cash Equivalents

2006 Cash , Cash Equivalents

 
(1) The ratings shown in this table are from either S&P or Moody’s 
(2) Collateralized by Federal Agency Notes 
(3) Underlying Rating of the Counterparties 
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C. Cash, Cash Equivalents and Investments, continued 
 
As of June 30, 2007, all investments were held on behalf of the Authority by the Trustee, the PFC 
Trustee or custodians in the Authority’s name.  Any repurchase agreements are fully 
collateralized by obligations of the U.S. Government or agencies of the U.S. Government.  The 
1978 Trust Agreement and the PFC Trust Agreement both require that securities collateralizing 
repurchase agreements must continuously have a fair value at least equal to the cost of the 
agreement plus accrued interest.   
 
The Authority’s investments in forward delivery agreements are in the form of a guaranteed 
investment contract (“GIC”) which provides for, among other things, the sequential delivery of 
securities to be sold to the Trustee or PFC Trustee, as applicable, periodically at a discount from 
maturity value such that the aggregate discount equals the interest rate previously agreed between 
the Authority and the provider of the guaranteed investment contract. 
 
The total unrealized loss due to the changes in fair value of investments as of June 30, 2007, was 
approximately $1.1 million related to investments with maturities in excess of one year.  As of 
June 30, 2006, the total unrealized loss due to the changes in fair value of investments was 
approximately $2.9 million related to investments with maturities in excess of one year. 
 
a) Credit Risk   

Credit risk is the risk that the Authority will be negatively impacted due to the default of the 
security issuer or investment counterparty.  
 
The Authority’s 1978 Trust Agreement and PFC Trust Agreement each stipulate that, in addition 
to U.S. Treasury and government agency obligations, only certain highly rated securities are 
eligible investments, including bonds or obligations of any state or political subdivision thereof 
rated in the two highest rating categories by both Moody’s and S&P; commercial paper of a U.S. 
corporation or finance company or money market funds rated in the highest rating category, 
without regard to gradations within categories, by both Moody’s and S&P; and investment 
contracts with banks whose long-term unsecured debt rating is in one of the two highest rating 
categories by both Moody’s and S&P.    
 
b) Custodial Credit Risk   

Custodial credit risk is the risk that, in the event of a failure of the counterparty, the Authority 
would not be able to recover the value of its deposits, investments or collateral securities that 
were in the possession of an outside party.  Deposits are exposed to custodial credit risk if they 
are uninsured and uncollateralized.  Investment securities are exposed to custodial credit risk if 
they are uninsured or not registered in the name of the Authority and are held by either the 
counterparty or the counterparty’s trust department or agent but not in the Authority’s name.   

The Authority maintains depository accounts with Bank of America, N.A., Wachovia Bank, N.A., 
and with the Bank of New York, the PFC Trustee.  The Authority maintains payroll 
disbursement, lockbox and collection accounts (for other than PFCs) with the Bank of America, 
N.A.   None of these accounts are collateralized.   
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C. Cash, Cash Equivalents and Investments, continued 
 

c) Interest Rate Risk 

Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in interest rates will adversely affect the fair market value 
of an investment.  The Authority has set targets for the preferred maturity structure for the 
investments held for each fund and account and also sets targets each quarter for the effective 
duration for each fund that reflect the need for liquidity and the expected tradeoffs between yield 
and term for each different fund and account.  It is the Authority’s policy to hold investments 
until maturity in order to insulate the Authority’s investment earnings from interest rate risk.  
 
d) Concentration of Credit Risk   

Concentration of Credit Risk is assumed to arise when the amount of investments that the 
Authority has with any one issuer exceeds 5 percent of the total value of the Authority’s 
investments.  The portions of the Authority-wide portfolio, excluding the MMDT and U.S. 
Government guaranteed obligations and including the underlying securities held under forward 
delivery agreements, that exceed 5% of the portfolio are as follows: 

2007 2006
Issuer: % of Portfolio % of Portfolio
Federal Home Loan Bank 29.49% 27.70%
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. 6.04% 21.31%
Federal National Mortgage Association 24.30% 22.22%

 
e) Schedule of Maturities 

 
The table below presents the Authority’s cash and cash equivalents and investments based on 
maturity date: 

Fair Fair
In Thousands Cost Value Cost Value

Securities with original maturity 1 year or over 334,340$    333,281$    167,146$    164,276$    
Securities with original maturity less than 1 year 109,012      109,012      355,421      355,421      
Cash and cash equivalents 227,701      227,701      111,207      111,207      

671,053$    669,994$    633,774$    630,904$    

June 30, 2007 June 30, 2006
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C. Cash, Cash Equivalents and Investments, continued 
 

Following is a condensed supplemental schedule which identifies cash and investment balances at 
cost by the Authority’s fund name: 
 

( In thousands) 2007 2006
Debt Service Reserve Funds under the 1978 Trust Agreement 111,575$         108,872$         
Debt Service Funds under the 1978 Trust Agreement 92,171             90,906             
Improvement and Extension Fund 78,778             85,672             
Capital Projects 65,274             131,069           
OPEB account (1) 50,785             -                  
Operating/Revenue Fund 50,646             35,559             
Maintenance Reserve Fund 45,866             41,489             
2007-B & D PFC Project 44,447             -                  
Self-Insurance Account 36,134             41,310             
Debt Service Reserve Funds under the 1999 PFC Trust Agreement 30,099             25,578             
2007-A & C Funds 22,269             -                  
Debt Service Funds under the 1999 PFC Trust Agreement 16,883             16,630             
2005-A & B Funds 3,987               33,254             
Other Funds 22,139             23,435             

671,053$         633,774$         
 

(1) The Authority commissioned an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2006, which estimated the OPEB liability to be in 
the range of $167.5 million to $268.6 million.  Currently, the plan is unfunded; however, the Authority’s board of 
directors designated approximately $50.8 million in unrestricted net assets to partially fund the OPEB liability and 
commence the process of establishing an OPEB Trust.  Upon the creation of the OPEB Trust, the Authority expects to 
transfer these unrestricted net assets to the OPEB Trust. 
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D. Capital Assets 
 
A summary of changes in capital assets, net for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2007 is as follows: 
 

 Additions Deletions  
Balance and and Balance

(In thousands) June 30, 2006 Transfers Transfers June 30, 2007

Capital Assets
     Bridge and bridge improvements 122,393$         5$                 (609)$            121,789$         
     Buildings 2,076,189 237,593 (4,999) 2,308,783
     Runway & other paving 488,988 100,720 (3,581) 586,127
     Roadway 499,978 33,473 (521)              532,930
     Machinery & equipment 120,335 21,561 (1,533) 140,363

Capital Assets, subject to depreciation 3,307,883 393,352 (11,243) 3,689,992

     Land 141,578           1                   141,579           
     Construction work-in progress 185,885           234,768        (371,129)       49,524             

Capital Assets 3,635,346 628,121 (382,372) 3,881,095

Less: accumulated depreciation:
     Bridge and bridge improvements (68,707) (7,105) 609 (75,203)
     Buildings (779,542) (103,007) 4,919 (877,630)
     Runway & other paving (151,404) (22,930) 3,581 (170,753)
     Roadway (112,206) (28,441) 521               (140,126)
     Machinery & equipment (59,433) (17,564) 1,527 (75,470)

Accumulated Depreciation (1,171,292) (179,047) 11,157 (1,339,182)

Capital Assets, net 2,464,054$      449,074$      (371,215)$     2,541,913$      

 
Total depreciation for fiscal year 2007 was $156.3 million, an increase of $15.5 million from fiscal year 
2006, which was $140.8 million. 
 
Capital assets (excluding construction in progress) at June 30, 2007 and 2006 are comprised of: 
 

(In thousands) 2007 2006

Facilities completed by operation:
        Airport 3,249,285$   2,892,162$        
        Bridge 138,665 137,743
        Port 443,621 419,556

Capital assets (excluding construction in progress) 3,831,571$   3,449,461$        
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E. Passenger Facility Charge  
 

In 1993, the Authority received initial approval from the Federal Aviation Administration 
(“FAA”) to impose a $3.00 passenger facility charge (“PFC”) at Logan Airport.  PFCs collected 
by the Authority can be used for capital projects determined by the FAA to be eligible in 
accordance with the Aviation Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1990. Effective October 1, 
2005, the FAA increased the Authority’s collection authority to $4.50.  Through June 30, 2007, 
the Authority had collected $511.1 million in PFCs.  
 
In February 1998, the Authority received approval from the FAA to increase its collections up to 
$927.4 million with a projected expiration date of October 1, 2017.  The Authority has also 
received approval from the FAA to use or expend a total of $927.4 million for preliminary design 
projects as well as for the final design, construction and financing costs associated with the 
eligible portions of residential soundproofing, Terminal E Modernization, circulating roadways, 
the elevated walkways, and the International Gateway Project.  On December 6, 2005, the 
Authority submitted an application to impose and use PFCs for additional soundproofing, for six 
airfield projects and for various security projects.  On April 20, 2006, the FAA issued a Final 
Agency Decision approving the requested projects, increasing the collection authority to $995.0 
million increasing the use authority to $982.2 million and extending the projected expiration date 
to February 1, 2016. 
 
On May 6, 1999, the Authority entered into the PFC Trust Agreement with The Bank of New 
York, as trustee, simultaneously removing PFC revenues from the pledge of the 1978 Trust 
Agreement.  All PFCs collected by the Authority are currently pledged under the PFC Trust 
Agreement.  On June 16, 1999, the Authority issued approximately $249.4 million of PFC 
Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-A and 1999-B pursuant to the PFC Trust Agreement, of which 
$122.7 million was outstanding as of June 30, 2007 (after the current refunding of the 1999-A 
bonds on May 31, 2007, but prior to the principal payment made on July 1, 2007) and $201.3 
million was outstanding as of June 30, 2006 (prior to the principal payment made on July 1, 
2006).  The 1999-A&B Bonds were originally backed by a pledge of the $3.00 collections.  
  
On July 29, 2005, the Authority submitted a request to amend the existing PFC authorization to 
increase the collection amount from $3.00 to $4.50, and to decrease the FAA-approved amount 
for certain completed projects and increase the FAA-approved amount for the International 
Gateway Project by 11.4%.  On September 2, 2005, the FAA issued a record of decision 
increasing the PFC to $4.50, effective October 1, 2005, and shortening the projected expiration 
date to February 1, 2011. 
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F. Bonds and Commercial Notes Payable 
 

The Authority’s bonds payable outstanding were as follows as of June 30,  
 

Bonds Payable Issue Interest Maturity Outstanding 
(in thousands) Date Rates Date Bond Balance

2007 2006

 
 

The following summarizes the Authority’s bonds payable activity excluding unamortized 
discount/premium and unamortized loss on refunding during fiscal years 2007 and 2006: 
(in thousands) 2007 2006

Long term bonds payable, beginning of year 1,549,330$    1,596,615$    
Debt issuances 197,200        -               
Principal paid on refunded bonds payable (100,385)       -               
Principal paid on bonds payable (52,620) (47,285)
 
     Long term bonds payable, end of year 1,593,525$    1,549,330$    

 
 

 Senior Debt - 1978 Trust Agreement 
6,  880 1 0,045Series 1997-A Revenue Bonds 07/31/97 5.25% 2007-2008    

Series 1997-B Revenue Bonds 4,  370 3 8,06008/15/97 4.875% - 5.1% 2007-2010    
Series 1997-C Refunding Bonds 15  ,585 1 6,35507/31/97 4.6% - 5.125% 2007-2020    

10  4,660 1 04,660Series  1998-A Refunding Bonds 01/29/98 4.6%-5.75% 2009-2023    
Series  1998-B Refunding Bonds 33  ,975 3 5,65501/29/98 5.0%-5.375% 2007-2018    
Series  1998-C Refunding Bonds 35  ,955 4 9,30501/29/98 6.35%-6.45% 2007-2009    

39  ,825 4 1,335Series 1998-D Revenue Bonds 08/05/98 4.5%-5.0% 2007-2028    
75  ,195 7 7,060Series 1998-E Revenue Bonds 08/05/98 4.6% - 5.25% 2007-2028    

Series 1999-C Revenue Bonds 1 ,36011/12/99 4.8% - 5.0% 2007-2010 0  12,660   
Series 1999-D Revenue Bonds 11/12/99 5.0% - 6.25% 2007-2029 66,860   68,275   
Series 2003-A Revenue Bonds 05/22/03 2.1% - 5.0% 2007-2033 212,590   216,660   
Series 2003-B Revenue & Refunding Bonds 05/22/03 Variable 2007-2033 72,775   75,225   
Series 2003-C Refunding Bonds 05/22/03 2.1% - 5.0% 2007-2018 69,790   75,475   
Series 2005-A  Revenue Bonds 05/05/05 3.0% - 5.0% 2007-2035 190,165   192,135   
Series 2005-B  Revenue Bonds 05/05/05 Variable 2007-2035 28,775   29,250   
Series 2005-C Refunding Bonds 05/05/05 3.0% - 5.0% 2007-2029 231,890   231,890   
Series 2007-A  Revenue Bonds 05/31/07 3.5% - 4.5% 2008-2037 51,465   -   
Series 2007-C Refunding Bonds 05/31/07 3.8% - 5.0% 2009-2027 32,125   -   

 Subordinate Debt - 1978 Trust Agreement

 

Series 2000-A, B & C Revenue Bonds 12/29/00 6.45% 2030 40,000   40,000   
Series 2001-A, B & C Revenue Bonds 01/02/01 6.45% 2031 34,000   34,000   

 Senior Debt - PFC Trust Agreement 
Series 1999-A PFC Revenue Bonds 06/09/99 5.15%-5.25% 2015-2017 -    67,665   
Series 1999-B PFC Revenue Bonds 06/09/99 4.7% - 5.5% 2007-2015 122,675   133,620   
Series 2007-B  Revenue Bonds 05/31/07 4.0% - 5.0% 2008-2017 48,480   -   
Series 2007-D  Refunding Bonds 05/31/07 3.5% - 5.5% 2009-2017 65,130   -   
Total Bonds Payable 1,593,525    1,549,330   
Plus unamortized discount/premium 51,983   45,693   
Less: unamortized loss on  refunding (26,433)   (23,404)   
Total Bonds Payable, net 1,619,075 $   1,571,619$  
Less: current maturities of bonds payable (57,673)   (53,206)   
Non current maturities of bonds payable 1,561,402 $   1,518,413$  
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F. Bonds and Commercial Notes Payable, continued 

 
The following summarizes the bonds payable maturities and sinking fund requirements excluding 
unamortized discount/premium and unamortized loss on refunding utilizing interest rates in effect 
as of June 30, 2007.   

(in thousands)
Due Total Debt

Fiscal Year Principal Interest Service
2008 56,700$        70,721$        127,421$       
2009 64,130 77,557 141,687
2010 67,035 73,852 140,887
2011 70,810 70,763 141,573
2012 73,950 67,317 141,267
2013 - 2017 339,990 282,639 622,629
2018 - 2022 253,740 196,546        450,286
2023 - 2027 201,635 134,688        336,323
2028 - 2032 299,090 70,366          369,456
2033 - 2037 152,710 10,783          163,493
2038 13,735 135 13,870

Total 1,593,525$    1,055,367$    2,648,892$    

 
Senior Debt - 1978 Trust Agreement:  On May 31, 2007, the Authority issued the Series 2007-A 
Revenue Bonds and 2007-C Refunding Bonds (the 2007 Bonds) in the aggregate principal 
amount of approximately $83.6 million with a net original issue premium of approximately $0.8 
million.  The 2007-A Bonds were issued to finance a portion of the Authority’s capital program.  
The 2007-C Bonds were issued to refund a portion of the Authority’s Revenue Bonds, Series 
1997-B.  These bonds are fixed rate revenue bonds, which are insured by FSA.  This refunding 
resulted in the recognition of an accounting loss of approximately $1.2 million, which will be 
amortized over the life of defeased bonds.  The aggregate difference in debt service between the 
refunded and the refunding debt service was $2.82 million.  This refunding had an economic gain 
and will achieve an estimated net present value savings of approximately $1.9 million or 6%.  
The Authority’s bonds are secured solely by the Authority’s Revenues, as defined by the 1978 
Trust Agreement. 
   
Subordinate Debt – 1978 Trust Agreement: 
Subordinated debt is payable solely from funds on deposit in the Improvement and Extension 
Fund (see Note C) and is not subject to the pledge of the 1978 Trust Agreement or the PFC Trust 
Agreement.  The Authority has invested $12.0 million which at maturity will provide for the 
$74.0 million principal payments of the subordinate debt at their respective maturities. 
 
Senior Debt - PFC Trust Agreement:  On May 31, 2007, the Authority issued $48.5 million in 
PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-B with an original issue premium of approximately $0.6 
million in order to fund the PFC eligible portions of various airfield projects, and the Authority 
also issued $65.1 million in PFC Revenue Refunding Bonds Series 2007-D with an original issue 
premium of approximately $5.5 million to refund all of the 1999-A bonds.  The current refunding 
resulted in the recognition of an accounting loss of $3.1 million, which will be amortized over the 
life of the defeased bonds.  The aggregate difference in debt service between the refunded and the  
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F. Bonds and Commercial Notes Payable, continued 

 
refunding debt service was $3.93 million.  This refunding had an economic gain and achieved a 
net present value savings of $2.82 million or 4.17%.  The annual savings for fiscal year 2007 
through fiscal year 2027 are approximately $0.4 million.  All of the Authority’s outstanding PFC 
debt is now backed by a pledge of the $4.50 PFC collections.  The Authority earned Net PFC 
Revenues as defined by the PFC Revenue Bond Trust Agreement of approximately $58.4 million 
and $49.6 million during fiscal years 2007 and 2006, respectively.  These amounts include 
approximately $0.9 million and $1.3 million of investment income on PFC receipts during fiscal  
years 2007 and 2006, respectively.  
 
Defeased Bonds:  In prior years, the Authority has defeased certain bonds by placing the proceeds 
of new bonds in an irrevocable trust with the trustee for such bonds to provide for all future debt 
service payments on the defeased bonds.  Accordingly, the trust fund assets and the liability for 
the defeased bonds are not included in the Authority’s Financial Statements.  The total defeased 
bonds to date approximate $454.0 million. 

 
Special Facility Bonds:  To provide for the construction and improvement of various facilities at 
Logan Airport, the Authority has issued nine series of special facilities revenue bonds.  The 
Authority’s special facilities revenue bonds are all special limited obligations of the Authority, 
and are payable solely from and secured solely by certain revenues of a separate trustee.  The 
Authority’s special facilities revenue bonds do not constitute a debt or pledge of the full faith and 
credit of the Authority or the Commonwealth or any subdivision thereof and, accordingly, have 
not been reflected in the accompanying financial statements.  As of June 30, 2007, the aggregate 
principal amount of the Authority’s special facilities revenue bonds outstanding was 
approximately $711.6 million, and consisted primarily of the following items. 
 
Approximately $497.6 million of the Authority’s special facility bonds relate to the Delta Airlines 
Series 2001 A, B and C bonds issued in connection with Delta Airlines construction of Terminal 
A.  Delta Airlines entered and emerged from bankruptcy.  The Authority is under no obligation to 
assume any liability for the Terminal A Special Facility bonds or to direct revenue, other than a 
portion of the Terminal A airline revenue, to service the debt. The Authority and Delta Airlines 
negotiated a restated and amended lease (the “Amended Lease”) for Terminal A pursuant to 
which Delta Airlines reduced the number of gates that it occupied in Terminal A.  The Amended 
Lease was approved by the Bankruptcy Court and is effective as of July 1, 2006.  
 
In fiscal year 2007, the Authority issued approximately $106.6 million in bonds to fund $15.2 
million of improvements to the fuel delivery system at Logan Airport, and to refund the existing 
special facility revenue bonds related to the construction of this fuel delivery system.  The 
refunding generated an estimated present value savings of approximately $5.2 million. 
 
In fiscal year 2006, the special facilities revenue bonds issued in connection with United Airlines 
were discharged when the United Airlines Plan of Reorganization was approved by the 
bankruptcy court in February 2006. 
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Commercial Notes Payable:  The Authority’s Commercial notes payable as of June 30, 2007 and 
2006 were as follows:  
 
(in thousands) 2007 2006

Commercial notes payable, beginning of year 89,000$        70,000$          
Issuances -                19,000

    Commercial notes payable, end of year 89,000$       89,000$          

 
Commercial notes payable have been issued under the terms of the 1978 Trust Agreement and are 
backed by the proceeds of the improvement and extension fund or anticipated bond funds.  The 
proceeds of commercial notes payable have been used to fund PFC eligible projects; therefore, 
the Authority anticipates that PFC revenues will be the source of the cash to pay such 
redemptions.  The Authority does not expect to make any principal payments on the existing 
commercial notes payable, which are 2003 Series A and B through fiscal year 2008.  The blended 
interest rate on Series 2003-A was 3.63% and Series 2003-B was 3.66% during fiscal 2007. 
 
On May 1, 2007, the Authority amended its commercial notes payable program and increased the 
allowable maximum principal amount outstanding at any time to an aggregate principal amount 
not to exceed $150 million, and entered into a new Letter of Credit Agreement with the Bank of 
New York for a five-year term. 
 
On July 1, 2002, the Authority entered into a pay-variable, receive-fixed interest rate swap with a 
term of ten years to refund synthetically $56.0 million of the Authority’s Revenue Bonds, Series 
1999-D and $44 million of its Revenue Bonds, Series 1998-E.  On June 5, 2006 the Authority 
terminated the swap.  In fiscal year 2007, the Authority applied the swap termination payment of 
$0.8 million received from Citigroup to reduce debt service.  Approximately $0.5 million was 
applied to the debt service for the 1999D Bonds and $0.4 million was applied to the debt service 
for the 1998-E Bonds.  In fiscal year 2006, the Authority received four quarterly payments from 
Citigroup totaling approximately $1.3 million of which $0.7 million was applied to the debt 
service for the 1999-D Bonds and $0.6 million was applied to the debt service for the 1998-E 
Bonds.  During fiscal year 2007, the Authority did not participate in any Interest Rate Swaps. 
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In July 1978, the Massachusetts legislature passed legislation which was enacted as Chapter 487 
of the Massachusetts Acts of 1978 (“C.487”).  This act provided for the establishment of the 
“Massachusetts Port Authority Employees’ Retirement System,” (the “Plan”).  Prior to this 
enactment, Authority employees were members of the Massachusetts State Employees’ 
Retirement System, and the funding of the pension liability was on a “pay as you go” method.  
Pursuant to C.487, the employees’ rights and benefits under the state plan were transferred to the 
new system, and the Authority established a separate pension fund.  The Plan was established to 
provide retirement benefits for substantially all employees of the Authority and incidental 
benefits for their surviving spouses, beneficiaries and contingent annuitants.  The Plan is a 
contributory single employer defined benefit plan to which the Authority and its employees 
contribute such amounts as are necessary, on an actuarial basis, to provide assets sufficient to 
meet benefits to be paid to plan participants.  The Plan issues a stand-alone financial report which 
can be obtained by writing to: 
 

Massachusetts Port Authority Employees’ Retirement System 
One Harborside Drive, Suite 200S 
East Boston, MA  02128-2909 
http://www.massport.com/about/retir_public.htm 
 

 At January 1, 2007, the Plan’s membership consisted of:  
 

Retirees and beneficiaries currently receiving benefits 
and terminated employees entitled to benefits but not yet receiving them:    531    
 
Current members: 

    Active        1,171  
                     Inactive             69                         
                               Total       1,771  
 
Benefits are paid by the Plan from net assets available for Plan benefits.  Plan participants are 
entitled, at normal retirement date, to benefit payments based upon length of service and earnings 
levels.  Vesting occurs after ten years of service.  Optional payment methods may be elected, 
including the contingent annuitant method which provides for reduced payments during the life of 
the Plan participant and continued payments to the participant’s beneficiary after the death of the 
participant. 
 
The Authority’s covered payroll for members of the Plan as of the most recent actuarial valuation 
dates was approximately $76.8 million as of January 1, 2007 and $73.5 million as of January 1, 
2006.  The actuarial cost method utilized to determine contributions for the year ended December 
31, 2006 is the Frozen-Entry-Age Actuarial Cost Method Plan.  The more significant actuarial 
assumptions underlying the actuarial computations for the Plan year ended December 31, 2006 
are as follows: 
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G. Pension Costs, continued 

 
- Assumed rate of return on investments 
 

7.75% per annum compounded annually 

Nondisabled life mortality basis       - The RP-2000 Mortality Table 
   
Withdrawal prior to retirement                 - The rates shown at the following sample 

ages illustrate the withdrawal assumption        
 

  Rate of Withdrawal  
Age             Group 1 and 2 Group 4   

25                   9.0%    1.8% 
30                   5.6    1.7 
35                   3.2    1.3 
40                   2.3    0.5 
45                   1.8    0.04 
50                   1.5    N/A 
55                   N/A    N/A 

 
Salary escalation  -  5.0% per annum 
     
Rate of Inflation   -  3.0% per annum 
     
Rates of retirement 
 
Group 1, 2 and 4 employees are assumed to 
retire at the following rates upon attainment 
of 10 years of service.   
 
  
 
 

 -  Age          Groups 1 and 2*          Group 4* 
50                       N/A                           5% 
51                       N/A                           5 
52                       N/A                           5 
53                       N/A                           5 
54                       N/A                           5 
55                        9%                          35 
56                        3                             15 
57                        5                             15 
58                        2                             15 
59                        6                             15 
60                        6                             15 
61                        8                             15 
62                       11                            15 
63                       14                            15 
64                       13                            15 
65                     100                          100 
 
*Groups 1, 2 and 4 are assigned based on 
employee class. 

 
 

     
Retirement benefits  -  Depending on age at retirement and “Group” 

classification, 0.1%-2.5% per year of service 
times highest three-year average salary. 

     
Post retirement cost of living increases  -  3% per annum compounded annually on the 

first $12,000 of pension benefits. 
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The Plan’s funding policy provides for periodic employer contributions at actuarially determined 
rates that, expressed as percentages of annual covered payroll, are adequate to accumulate 
sufficient assets to pay benefits when due and fund operating costs of the Plan.  The Plan also 
amortizes the unfunded actuarial accrued liabilities in level amounts at 7.75% over a period of 20 
years on a closed basis.  The actuarial value of assets is determined using fair values (adjusted by 
payables and receivables) adjusted to phase in investment gains or losses above or below the 
expected rate of investment return.  A four-year rolling period is used. 
 
Total contributions to the Plan were approximately $10.3 million for the plan year ended 
December 31, 2006.  This includes employee contributions of $7.2 million, which are based upon 
a percentage of employee base pay (5% for employees hired before January 1, 1975; 7% for 
employees hired between January 1, 1975 and January 1, 1984; 8% for employees hired after 
January 1, 1984 but prior to July 1, 1996; and 9% for employees hired after July 1, 1996; and, 
effective January 1, 1998, an additional 2% of base pay over $30,000 for those employees hired 
after December 31, 1978), and the Authority’s contribution of $3.1 million to the Plan for the 
year ended December 31, 2006.  Authority contributions are determined each year in accordance 
with an annual actuarial valuation performed for the Plan’s fiscal year beginning January 1. 
 
As presented in the following table, the Frozen Entry Age Actuarial Method for calculating the 
schedule of funding progress is the methodology required by the Plan under its charter. 
 
Schedule of Funding Progress (in thousands): 

(a) (b) (b-a) (a/b) (c) (b-a)/c
(Funded)/
Unfunded

Actuarial actuarial UAAL as a
Actuarial Actuarial accrued accrued percent of
valuation value of liability liability Funded Covered covered

date assets ("AAL") ("UAAL") ratio payroll payroll

1/1/06 $327,714 $317,033 ($10,681) 103.4% $73,514 (14.5%)
1/1/05 304,427    293,550    (10,877)    103.7% 71,030     (15.3%)
1/1/04 293,743    282,683    (11,060)    103.9% 64,522     (17.1%)
1/1/03 275,618    261,594    (14,024)    105.4% 64,945     (21.6%)
1/1/02 293,120 294,457 1,337 99.5% 63,604 2.1%  

 
Analysis of the dollar amounts of actuarial value of assets, AAL and UAAL, in isolation can be 
misleading.  Expressing the actuarial value of assets as a percentage of the AAL provides one 
indication of the Plan’s funding status on a going-concern basis.  Analysis of this percentage over 
time indicates whether the system is becoming financially stronger or weaker.  Generally, the 
greater this percentage, the stronger the Public Employee Retirement System (PERS).  Trends in 
assets in excess of AAL and annual covered payroll are both affected by inflation.  Expressing the 
assets in excess of AAL as a percentage of annual covered payroll approximately adjusts for the 
effects of inflation and aids analysis of progress made in accumulating sufficient assets to pay 
benefits when due. 
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Schedule of Employer Contributions 
(in thousands) 

 
Calendar 
Year ended 
December 31 

 Annual required 
employer contributions 
(ARC) 

 Employer 
contributions as a 
percent of ARC 

2006            $3,149              100% 
2005              3,729              100% 
2004              2,150              100% 
2003              1,842              100% 
2002 
 

                - 
           

                0% 
               

The Plan’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America.  
 
Investment Valuation 
Plan investments are reported at fair value.  Securities traded on a national or international 
securities exchange are valued at the last reported sales price on the last business day of the plan 
year; investments traded on a national securities exchange for which no sale was reported on that 
date and investments in common and preferred stocks traded in over-the-counter markets are 
valued at the mean of the last reported bid and asked prices, or the last reported bid price.  Mutual 
funds and commingled funds, including real estate, are valued based on net asset value at year-
end.  Limited partnerships are valued using the valuations reported by the general partner. 
 
Certain operating expenses incurred by the Plan are funded by the Authority through additional 
employer contributions.  Investment management fees, consulting fees and custodial fees for the 
Plan are reflected as deductions to investment income. 

 
H. Contingent Liabilities and Commitments 

 
Contractual Obligations for Construction 
Contractual obligations for construction were approximately $211.6 million and $262.7 million as 
of June 30, 2007 and 2006, respectively. 
 
Guarantee and Intercreditor Agreement 
During fiscal 2002, the Authority entered into a Guarantee and Intercreditor Agreement (the 
“Intercreditor Agreement”) with The Bank of New York (the “Bank”) in connection with an 
unrelated limited liability company's bonds.  The bonds were issued in fiscal year 2000 to provide  
financing to the limited liability company (the “Company”), which is a tenant of the Authority, to 
fund construction of a multi-tenant seafood processing and distribution center (the “Facility”) 
located at the North Jetty in the Marine Industrial Park in Boston, Massachusetts on which the 
Authority has a long-term lease from the City of Boston.  The Intercreditor Agreement 
represented a guarantee by the Authority to pay the Bank up to $10.0 million in the event the 
Company did not meet its obligations to pay the guaranteed obligations, as defined.  The 
Authority and the Company also entered into an Amended and Restated Reimbursement 
Agreement (the “Reimbursement Agreement”) pursuant to which the Authority agreed to advance 
for the benefit of the Company up to $10.0 million to the Bank under the Intercreditor Agreement 
in the event the Company failed to repay drawings on the letter of credit issued by the Bank to  
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support the bonds and up to $0.9 million to others for certain additional costs, and the Company 
agreed to repay such advances over a term of up to 15 years, with interest on the unpaid balance 
at 5% per annum. 
 
On October 3, 2006, the Guarantee and Intercreditor Agreement was cancelled as part of a 
refinancing of the project.  During fiscal year 2007, the loan was paid in full and the Authority 
received total repayments of approximately $1.0 million, which included principal and interest on 
the loan. 
 
Third Harbor Tunnel 
The Massachusetts Highway Department (“MHD”) undertook a depression of a portion of I-93 in 
downtown Boston (“Central Artery”) and the extension of the eastern terminus of I-90 to the 
Airport by construction of a new tunnel under Boston Harbor (the “Ted Williams Tunnel”), 
(collectively, the “CA/T Project”). 
 
In March 1999, the Authority, MHD and the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority (“MTA”) entered 
into a Roadway Transfer Agreement, which was supplemented and amended on October 27, 1999 
and January 29, 2001, that provides for the acquisition by the Authority of certain identified 
segments of the CA/T Project located at Logan Airport following completion of construction of 
such segments, in exchange for installment payments by the Authority to the Commonwealth 
totaling an aggregate of $365.0 million.  The Authority made payments totaling $340.1 million 
through June 30, 2007.  The remaining payment of $12.4 million is subject to MTA’s satisfactory 
completion of the aforementioned segments in accordance with the Roadway Transfer 
Agreement.   
  
Seaport Bond Bill 
The Seaport Bond Bill was enacted in 1996 and among other things, provides for funding 
improvements to the Massachusetts rail transportation network allowing rail shipment of double 
stack cargo from Allston Yards in Boston to points west, which is anticipated to encourage 
expanded container shipments through the Port of Boston.  The Seaport Bond Bill requires that 
the Authority provide up to fifty percent (50%) of the cost of improvements to the rail line from 
Framingham to the Allston Yard in Boston permitting double stack shipments.  Expenditure of 
funds will not occur until the execution of a Master Agreement, as defined by the statute, between 
the Commonwealth and the participating railroads.  The Authority believes that the likelihood 
that any such Master Agreement will be executed and Authority funds committed for double 
stack improvements within the next fiscal year is remote. 
 
During fiscal year 2007, the Authority received as an agent $5.0 million from the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts through the Department of Conservation and Recreation to fund a dredging 
project within Boston Harbor.  The amount received from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
has been recorded in restricted cash and accrued expenses as of June 30, 2007, on the 
accompanying balance sheet. 
 
Worcester Airport 
On April 15, 1999, the Authority entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (“M.O.U.”) with 
the City of Worcester, Massachusetts and the Worcester Airport Commission (the “City Parties”).  
The M.O.U. contemplates the takeover of the Worcester Regional Airport by the Authority in two 
separate phases.  In compliance with Phase One, on January 15, 2000, the Authority assumed  
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operating responsibility for Worcester Regional Airport pursuant to a separate Operating 
Agreement (the “OA”), which was amended in 2004.   
 
The terms of the OA provide for the allocation of the net operating deficits for Worcester 
Regional Airport between the Authority and the City of Worcester, with the Authority assuming 
100% of those net operating deficits during fiscal years 2005 and 2004.  The OA was amended in 
2004 to extend the term of the OA through June 30, 2007, and to allocate to the Authority 
responsibility for the following percentages of Worcester Regional Airport’s operating deficit: for 
fiscal year 2005, 100%; for fiscal year 2006, 85%; and for fiscal year 2007, 68%.  The 
Authority’s portion of Worcester Regional Airport’s actual deficits for fiscal year 2007 is 
approximately $1.3 million.  On June 20, 2007, the Authority’s Board approved a six month 
extension to the contract with the City of Worcester whereby the Authority would continue to be 
responsible for 68% of the Worcester Regional Airport’s operating deficit; further extensions are 
likely.  The Authority’s portion of the budget deficit for the six month extension is projected to be 
approximately $0.7 million and was accrued in fiscal year 2007.  The entire projected loss for 
fiscal years 2005 - 2007 was accrued in fiscal year 2004.  The actual deficits are adjusted each 
year. 

 
Phase Two may involve the transfer of title of Worcester Regional Airport from the City Parties 
to the Authority.  However, legislation would be required to effectuate such transfer.  The 
Authority’s goal is to develop a more effective and efficient regional airport network by 
increasing utilization of Worcester Regional Airport in conjunction with ongoing operation of its 
other airport facilities. 
 

I. Payments in Lieu of Taxes 
 

The Enabling Act authorizes and directs the Authority, subject to certain standards and 
limitations, to enter into agreements (collectively, the “PILOT Agreements”) to make annual 
payments in lieu of taxes to Boston, Chelsea, and Winthrop.   
 
In fiscal year 1992, the Authority’s obligation to the City of Chelsea for annual in-lieu-of-tax 
payments through 2012 was satisfied by a payment of $5.0 million.  The Authority and Chelsea 
amended their PILOT Agreement in fiscal year 1999 to provide for annual payments by the 
Authority to Chelsea of $0.5 million for each of the fiscal years 1999 through 2003, inclusive.  In 
fiscal year 2006, this amendment was extended through fiscal year 2010 with annual payments 
increasing to $0.6 million commencing in fiscal year 2006. 
 
In fiscal year 2006, the Authority and the Town of Winthrop entered into an Amended and 
Restated Payment-In-Lieu-Of-Taxes Agreement (the “Amended Winthrop PILOT Agreement”) 
which extended the base in-lieu-of-tax payments through fiscal year 2025. The Amended 
Winthrop PILOT Agreement provides for the Authority to pay an annual payment of $0.9 
million, provided that the annual payment will be adjusted in fiscal year 2016 through 2025 if the 
average annual percentage change in the consumer price index in fiscal year 2006 through 2015 is 
less than 2% or more than 8%.     
 
In fiscal year 2006, the Authority and the City of Boston agreed to amend the existing payment-
in-lieu-of-taxes agreement with the City of Boston, (the “Boston PILOT Agreement”) effective 
July 1, 2005.  Pursuant to the amended Boston PILOT Agreement (the “Amended Boston PILOT  
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Agreement”), the term of the Boston PILOT Agreement was extended to June 30, 2015 subject to 
mutual rights to terminate the Amended PILOT Agreement each year after July 1, 2010.  In fiscal 
year 2006, pursuant to the Amended Boston PILOT Agreement, the Authority paid to the City of 
Boston 1) a one-time payment of $3.5 million representing the sum withheld by the Authority 
from the City of Boston from the PILOT payments due with respect to fiscal year 2002 due to the  
Authority’s financial recovery plan as a result of the events of September 11, 2001 and 2) an 
annual base amount (the “Base Amount”) of $14.0 million.  After July 1, 2007, the Amended 
Boston PILOT Agreement provides that the Authority shall make the following fiscal year 
payments: 1) the Base Amount which, commencing in fiscal year 2007, increases annually by the 
annual percentage change in the consumer price index, provided that such increase shall be no 
less than 2%, nor greater than 8%, per year, and 2) commencing with fiscal year 2007 for ten (10) 
years, an amount of $0.7 million which shall not be increased or adjusted. 
 
The Authority’s Enabling Act, the 1978 Trust Agreement and the PILOT Agreements provide 
that annual payments under the PILOT Agreements may not exceed the balance of revenues 
remaining after deposits to the payment of operating expenses, required deposits to the Interest 
and Sinking Fund and required deposits to the Maintenance Reserve Fund. 
 

J. Litigation 
 

The Authority is engaged in routine litigation as well as litigation involving the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, 2001. 

 
Events of September 11, 2001 
On September 11, 2001, terrorists hijacked American Airlines flight 11 and United Airlines flight 
175 and flew them into the World Trade Center in New York, N.Y.  The terrorist acts caused the 
deaths of approximately 3,000 persons, unknown numbers of personal injuries, and massive 
property damage.  Both flights originated at Logan Airport.   
 
In September 2001, Congress passed the Air Transportation Safety and System Stabilization Act 
of 2001, which provides, among other things, that victims who suffered physical injury or death 
as a result of the events of September 11, 2001 (“9/11”) could file a claim with a newly created 
Victim Compensation Fund (the “Fund”).  Those who sought such compensation waived the right 
to file a civil lawsuit.  The Fund does not apply to claims for property damage, business 
interruption, or the like.  Approximately 98% of claimants eligible for compensation from the 
Fund filed a claim with the Fund. 
 
In November 2001, Congress passed the Aviation and Transportation Security Act (“ATSA”).  
The Act provides a limitation on liability of various entities, including airport sponsors such as 
the Authority, for the events of 9/11.  Specifically, the liability of an airport sponsor for those 
events “shall not be in an amount greater than the limits of liability insurance coverage 
maintained by that . . . airport sponsor”.  The Authority has insurance in effect to cover these 
incidents in the amount of $500.0 million per occurrence and consequently, under ATSA the 
Authority’s liability, if any, would be limited to such amounts.  To the Authority’s knowledge, 
the Authority’s insurer has received copies of all complaints and Notices of Claim and/or any 
other form of notification to the Authority by an individual claiming to have suffered a loss.   
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Furthermore, to the Authority’s knowledge, its insurer has agreed to defend any such claims and 
has not reserved its rights to deny coverage with respect to any of those claims although the 
insurer has reserved its rights with respect to (i) the number of occurrences, (ii) indemnification 
of the Authority against any award of punitive damages, and (iii) the Authority’s rights as a 
named additional insured under other policies of insurance, including policies of the Authority’s 
tenants and licensees. 
 
As of June 30, 2007, there were approximately seventeen wrongful death lawsuits, two personal 
injury lawsuits, nine property damage lawsuits and four cross claims against the Authority and 
other defendants.  A number of other wrongful death lawsuits against the Authority and other 
defendants have been settled.  These settlements have been achieved without any financial 
contribution from the Authority or its insurer, even though the settling plaintiffs have provided 
the Authority with a release.  The parties to the remaining lawsuits have been engaged in active 
pre-trial discovery, and depositions have been taken of several of the Authority’s current or 
former employees.  
 
The plaintiffs in the property damage lawsuits include, but are not limited to, the Port Authority 
of New York and New Jersey, owner of the World Trade Center complex (the “WTC”), World 
Trade Center Properties, LLC, the lessee of the WTC, and insurers for various businesses located 
in or around the WTC.  The statute of limitations for any such lawsuits expired on September 11, 
2004.   
 
Absent the limitation of liability in ATSA, the amount of potential damages that could be 
awarded against the Authority if it were found liable in these lawsuits, based on the total amount 
of liability claimed, is an amount that would have a significant, materially adverse effect on the 
financial condition of the Authority.  While the Authority cannot predict the outcome of any of 
these lawsuits or subsequent challenges, if any, to ATSA, it believes it has meritorious defenses 
to these actions and will continue to review and assess the various claims asserted. 

 
Environmental Contamination 
Historical contamination has also been discovered on various Authority properties located in 
South Boston.  As the owner of the properties, the Authority is a “responsible party” under 
M.G.L. c.21E for costs of investigating and remediating the contamination at these sites.  The full 
extent of the contamination and necessary remediation measures has not yet been determined; 
however, the costs could be material to the Authority’s results of operations.  In addition, the 
Authority has not yet determined whether and to what extent those costs may be recoverable from 
other parties responsible for the contamination. 
 
Other Litigation 
The Authority also is engaged in numerous matters of routine litigation.  These matters include 
personal injury and property damage claims for which the Authority’s liability is covered in 
whole or in part by insurance.  Others include such matters as disputes with contractors, 
subcontractors, engineers and others arising out of construction and maintenance of its properties; 
disputes over leases and concessions; property, theft and damage claims arising from the 
Authority’s operations, employment matters and workers compensation, as to which the 
Authority is self-insured.  The Authority does not expect that these matters will require any 
amounts to be paid which, in the aggregate, will be material to the results of operations.  
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A former tenant of the Authority has brought suit against the Authority and two of the Authority’s 
employees relating to the terms of a former lease.  The Authority’s insurer has agreed to provide a 
defense, subject to a reservation of rights.  In addition, in accordance with the Authority’s 
policies, the Authority has agreed to defend and indemnify its employees.  The Authority is 
vigorously defending the matter. 
 

K. Leases 
 
The Authority leases a major portion of its Aviation and Port Properties to various tenants.  Most 
of these operating leases provide for periodic adjustments to rental rates, including certain 
provisions for contingent payments based on a specified percentage of the tenant’s gross revenue.   

 
Minimum future rental incomes, excluding contingent rentals, from noncancelable operating 
leases as of June 30, 2007 are: 

Amount Continued Amount
Fiscal Year (in thousands) Fiscal Year (in thousands)
2008 69,921$                 2048 - 2052 50,425                   
2009 64,753                   2053 - 2057 47,528                   
2010 56,898                   2058 - 2062 52,622                   
2011 46,001                   2063 - 2067 58,402                   
2012 43,545                   2068 - 2072 59,874                   
2013 - 2017 159,115                 2073 - 2077 60,659                   
2018 - 2022 78,369                   2078 - 2082 67,046                   
2023 - 2027 71,959                   2083 - 2087 74,265                   
2028 - 2032 64,890                   2088 - 2092 82,287                   
2033 - 2037 66,893                   2093 - 2097 80,762                   
2038 - 2042 70,498                   2098 - 2102 21,798                   
2043 - 2047 58,549 Total 1,507,059$            

 
Rental income including contingent payments received under these provisions was approximately 
$214.7 million and $208.7 million for fiscal years 2007 and 2006, respectively. 
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The Authority has also entered into operating leases as the lessee.  The following is a schedule by 
years of future minimum rental payments under noncancelable operating leases as of June 30, 
2007: 

Amount
Fiscal Year (in thousands)
2008 22,405$                 
2009 12,590
2010 10,169
2011 8,732
2012 8,732
2013 - 2017 19,864
2018 - 2019 1,774
Total 84,266$                 

 
Rent expense was $25.2 million and $25.6 million for fiscal years 2007 and 2006, respectively. 

 
L. Interagency Agreements 

 
Investment in Joint Venture 
In May 1996, the Authority entered into an interagency agreement with the MHD and 
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (“MBTA”) for the construction of a Regional 
Transportation Center (“RTC”) in Woburn, Massachusetts (the “Interagency Agreement”).  
Under the terms of the Interagency Agreement, the Authority has paid one third of the cost of  
acquiring the site and constructing the RTC, and will share in a like proportion in the profits and 
losses of the RTC, which was approximately $0.06 million in fiscal year 2007. 
 
Logan Airport Silver Line Transportation Agreement 
The Authority entered into an agreement with the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
(“MBTA”) to provide public transportation between South Station in Boston, Massachusetts and 
Logan Airport along a route called the Silver Line.  Pursuant to this agreement the Authority has 
purchased and accepted delivery of eight buses for a cost not-to-exceed $13.3 million. 
 
In addition, the MBTA and the Authority have entered into a ten-year agreement ending on 
December 30, 2015.  Under this agreement, the MBTA will operate and maintain the Authority’s 
Silver Line buses for a cost of $2.0 million per year, paid in equal monthly installments.  The 
MBTA will remit to the Authority a per passenger amount for each passenger loading at Logan 
Airport. 

 
M. Self Insurance 
 

The Authority, as mandated by the 1978 Trust Agreement, maintains a self insurance account for 
general liability and workers compensation within the Operating Fund.  The self insurance 
accruals are determined based on insurance claim history and actuarial estimates needed to pay 
prior and current-year claims.  The overall accrual was approximately $7.6 million and $6.0 
million as of June 30, 2007 and 2006, respectively, and is included as a component of accrued 
expenses in the accompanying financial statements.  This liability is fully funded as of June 30, 
2007 and 2006.  Changes in the accrued liability accounts in fiscal year 2007 and 2006 were as 
follows (in thousands):  
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2007 2006
Beginning liability 5,973$         6,566$        

Estimated claims and changes in estimates 5,953          3,507         

Claim payments (4,307)         (4,100)        

Ending liability 7,619$         5,973$        

 
 
N. Subsequent Events 
 

In August 2007, the Authority entered into an agreement with MHD whereby MHD would pay 
$3.0 million to the Authority to fund certain repairs to the roadway segments that the Authority 
will acquire under the Roadway Transfer Agreement.  In July 2007, the Authority made a 
payment to MHD of $12.5 million as required by the Roadway Transfer Agreement.  This 
payment was funded through the issuance of an additional $13.0 million in commercial notes 
payable. 

 
As to the litigation concerning the events of September 11, 2001, because of a series of 
settlements in the wrongful death cases, as of September 17, 2007, the number of such cases 
pending against the Authority has been reduced to seven cases.  The pending trials for the 
remaining seven cases are expected to commence in September 2007.  
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Authority 
Operations PFC Program Combined

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 71,540$        -$                71,540$        
Investments 33,161          -              33,161          
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 104,051        52,110          156,161        
Restricted investments 58,967          16,883          75,850          
Accounts receivable – net of allowance for 
     doubtful accounts of $11,616 and $13,754 as 
     of June 30, 2007 and 2006, respectively 32,457          4,349           36,806          
Accounts receivable-grants 1,870           -              1,870           
Prepaid expenses and other assets 7,556           586              8,142           

           
    Total current assets 309,602        73,928          383,530        

NONCURRENT ASSETS
Investments 75,366          -              75,366          
Restricted investments 227,825        30,091          257,916        
Prepaid expenses and other assets 20,989          2,532           23,521          
Investment in joint venture 3,075           -              3,075           
Intangible assets, net 37,009          -              37,009          

Capital Assets 3,173,070     708,025        3,881,095     
Less accumulated depreciation (1,199,035)    (140,147)       (1,339,182)    
     Capital assets, net 1,974,035     567,878        2,541,913     

            Total noncurrent assets 2,338,299     600,501        2,938,800     

TOTAL ASSETS 2,647,901$    674,429$      3,322,330$    
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Authority 

Operations PFC Program Combined
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 64,552$        6,294$          70,846$        
Compensated absences 1,124           -              1,124           
Retainage 2,146           1,369           3,515           
Current maturities of short term bonds payable 45,732          11,941          57,673          
Commercial notes payable -              89,000          89,000          
Accrued interest payable 29,957          3,320           33,277          
Deferred income 7,826           -              7,826           

          Total current liabilities 151,337        111,924        263,261        

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Accrued expenses 8,856           -              8,856           
Compensated absences 21,365          -              21,365          
Retainage 4,509           3                 4,512           
Long term bonds payable 1,332,433     228,969        1,561,402     
Deferred income 11,706          -              11,706          

          Total noncurrent liabilities 1,378,869     228,972        1,607,841     

          TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,530,206     340,896        1,871,102     

NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt 620,849        280,667        901,516        
Restricted
     Bond funds 168,445        -              168,445        
     Project funds 95,495          -              95,495          
     Passenger facility charges -              52,866          52,866          
     Other purposes 88,351          -              88,351          
          Total restricted 352,291        52,866          405,157        

Unrestricted (See Note C) 144,555        -              144,555        

          TOTAL NET ASSETS 1,117,695     333,533        1,451,228     

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 2,647,901$    674,429$      3,322,330$    
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Authority 
Operations PFC Program Combined

Operating revenues:    
     Fees, tolls and other services 290,679$      -$             290,679$      
     Rentals 158,848 -              158,848
     Concessions 55,826 -              55,826
     Other 18,500 -              18,500
     Operating grants 2,976 -              2,976
Total operating revenues 526,829 -              526,829  
Operating expenses:     
     Operations and maintenance 252,905 -              252,905
     Administration 48,233 -              48,233
     Insurance 10,689 -              10,689
     Pension 3,140 -              3,140
     Payments in lieu of taxes 16,732 -              16,732
     Provision for uncollectible accounts (2,256) -              (2,256)
     Depreciation and amortization 130,188 27,362          157,550
Total operating expenses 459,631 27,362 486,993

Operating income 67,198 (27,362) 39,836

Nonoperating revenues (expenses):
     Passenger facility charges -              57,504          57,504          
     Investment income 24,416          2,429           26,845          
     Net change in the fair value of investments 1,812           -              1,812           
     Settlement of Claims 200              -              200              
     Other expenses (363)             (19)              (382)             
     Gain on sale of equipment 45                -              45                
     Interest expense (63,110)        (13,750)        (76,860)        

Total nonoperating revenue (37,000)        46,164          9,164           

Income before capital grant revenue 30,198          18,802          49,000          

     Capital grant revenue 10,708          -              10,708          
Increase in net assets 40,906          18,802          59,708          
     Net assets, beginning of year 1,076,789 314,731 1,391,520

     Net assets, end of year 1,117,695$    333,533$      1,451,228$    
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STATEMENT OF 
ANNUAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

AND OPERATING DATA 
of the 

MASSACHUSETTS PORT AUTHORITY 
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2007 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 This Statement of Annual Financial Information and Operating Data dated as of November 16, 
2007 (the “Annual Disclosure Statement”) of the Massachusetts Port Authority (the “Authority”) is 
prepared and submitted in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement, 
dated as of August 1, 1997 (the “Continuing Disclosure Agreement”), between the Authority and U.S. 
Bank National Association (successor to State Street Bank and Trust Company), as trustee (the 
“Trustee”), and the Trust Agreement dated as of May 1, 1997 between the Authority and the Trustee 
relating to the BOSFUEL Bonds (as defined below).  Set forth below is certain financial information and 
operating data relating to the Authority for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2007 (“fiscal year 2007”) 
updating the financial information and operating data presented in the Authority’s Statement of Annual 
Financial Information and Operating Data dated as of December 7, 2006 (the “2006 Annual Disclosure 
Statement”).  Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to such 
terms in the Authority’s Official Statement dated May 31, 2007 (the “2007 Official Statement”).  This 
Annual Disclosure Statement is part of the Authority’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report dated 
November 16, 2007 (the “CAFR”) for fiscal year 2007 and the remaining sections of the CAFR are 
incorporated herein by reference.  The Authority’s audited financial statements for fiscal year 2007 and 
comparative information for fiscal year 2006, prepared in accordance with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP”), with a report thereon by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, independent auditors, are also included as the financial section of the 
CAFR.  The 2007 Official Statement and the 2006 Annual Disclosure Statement are each on file with 
each Nationally Recognized Municipal Securities Information Repository (“NRMSIR”). 
  
This Annual Disclosure Statement applies to the following Series of Bonds issued by the Authority 
(collectively, the “Bonds”): 
 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-A (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2007-C (AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 2005-A (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 2005-B (AMT) (Periodic Auction Reset Securities) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2005-C (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 2003-A (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 2003-B (Auction Rate Securities) (AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2003-C (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-C (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-D (AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 1998-A (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 1998-B (AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Taxable Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 1998-C 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 1998-D (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 1998-E (AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 1997-A 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 1997-B 
Massachusetts Port Authority Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 1997-C 
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Massachusetts Port Authority Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (BOSFUEL Project), Series 2007 
  

The Authority has issued 18 series of bonds pursuant to the Trust Agreement dated as of August 
1, 1978, as supplemented and amended (the “1978 Trust Agreement”) between the Authority and the 
Trustee which remain outstanding as of the date hereof.  On June 7, 2007, the Authority issued 
$83,590,000 of its revenue and revenue refunding bonds.  The Authority’s Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-
A (the “2007-A Bonds”) were issued to finance a portion of the Authority’s capital program.  The 
Authority’s Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2007-C (the “2007-C Bonds”) were issued to currently 
refund a portion of the Authority’s Revenue Bonds, Series 1997-B.  On December 29, 2000 and January 
2, 2001, respectively, the Authority issued its Subordinated Revenue Bonds, Series 2000-A, 2000-B and 
2000-C, and Series 2001-A, 2001-B and 2001-C, respectively, in the aggregate principal amount of 
$74,000,000 (collectively, the “Subordinated Revenue Bonds”).  The Subordinated Revenue Bonds are 
payable solely from amounts on deposit in the Improvement and Extension Fund established under the 
1978 Trust Agreement and in a separate account not subject to the pledge of the 1978 Trust Agreement.  
The Subordinated Revenue Bonds are subordinate to all of the revenue bonds issued prior to the date 
hereof by the Authority pursuant to the 1978 Trust Agreement.   

 
 On June 16, 1999, the Authority issued its $67,665,000 PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-A 
(Non-AMT) (the “1999-A PFC Bonds”) and $181,690,000 PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-B (AMT) 
(the “1999-B PFC Bonds”) pursuant to a PFC Revenue Bond Trust Agreement dated as of May 6, 1999, 
as supplemented and amended (the “PFC Trust Agreement”), between the Authority and The Bank of 
New York, as trustee (the “PFC Trustee”).  On June 7, 2007, the Authority issued $113,610,000 of its 
PFC Revenue Bonds and PFC Revenue Refunding Bonds.  The Authority’s PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 
2007-B (the “2007-B Bonds”) was issued to finance a portion of the Authority’s capital program.  The 
Authority’s PFC Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2007-D (the “2007-D Bonds”) were issued to 
advance refund the Authority’s PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-A.  Pursuant to the Continuing 
Disclosure agreement dated as of May 6, 1999 (the “PFC Disclosure Agreement”)  between the Authority 
and The Bank of New York, the Authority is also including as part of the CAFR its Statement of PFC 
Annual Financial Information and Operating Data for fiscal year 2007 (the “2007 PFC Disclosure 
Statement”) with respect to the PFC Bonds. 
 

On August 16, 2001, the Authority issued its Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (Delta Air Lines, 
Inc. Project), Series 2001A, 2001B and 2001C (collectively, the “Delta Project Bonds”) in aggregate 
principal amount of $497,585,000.  On March 1, 2001, the Authority issued its Special Facilities Revenue 
Refunding Bonds (Harborside Hyatt Conference Center and Hotel Project), Series 2001-A (Tax-Exempt) 
and 2001-B (Taxable) (collectively, the “Hyatt Bonds”), a portion of the proceeds of which were applied 
to refund all of the Authority’s outstanding Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (Harborside Hyatt 
Conference Center and Hotel Project), Series 1990.  On December 9, 1999, the Authority issued 
$80,500,000 of its Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (United Air Lines, Inc. Project), Series 1999A (the 
“United Project Bonds”).  As a result of United Air Lines filing for bankruptcy protection in December 
2002, the trustee for the United Project Bonds issued notice of an event of default.  On February 1, 2006, 
the bankruptcy court approved the United Air Lines Plan of Reorganization and as a result, the United 
Project Bonds debt was discharged, along with other unsecured debt of United Air Lines.  On October 21, 
1999, the Authority issued its $33,120,000 Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (US Airways Project), 
Series 1999 (the “1999 US Airways Project Bonds”) and on January 2, 1997, the Authority issued its 
$48,980,000 Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (USAir Project), Series 1996A (the “1997 USAir Project 
Bonds” and collectively with the 1999 US Airways Project Bonds, the “US Airways Project Bonds”).   

 
The Authority did not undertake any ongoing disclosure obligations in connection with the 

issuance of the Subordinated Revenue Bonds, the Delta Project Bonds, the Hyatt Bonds, the United 
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Project Bonds or the US Airways Project Bonds.  On May 15, 1997, the Authority issued its 
$111,320,000 Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (BOSFUEL Project), Series 1997 (the “1997 BOSFUEL 
Bonds”).  On July 12, 2007, the Authority issued its $106,595,000 Special Facilities Revenue Bonds 
(BOSFUEL Project), Series 2007 (the “2007 BOSFUEL Bonds”).  The 2007 BOSFUEL Bonds were 
issued to finance the design and construction of improvements to the integrated jet fuel storage and 
distribution system at Logan Airport and to currently refund the 1997 BOSFUEL Bonds. 

 
 Copies of the 2007 Official Statement and the Authority’s Official Statement dated June 27, 2007 
relating to the 2007 BOSFUEL Bonds (together, the “Official Statements”) are available from the 
Authority and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (“MSRB”).  For a more complete description 
of the Authority and the Bonds, reference is made to the Official Statements. 
 
 The Authority’s principal office is located at One Harborside Drive, Suite 200S, East Boston, 
Massachusetts 02128.  Its telephone number is (617) 568-5000.  Questions may be directed to John P. 
Pranckevicius, CPA, Director of Administration and Finance and Secretary-Treasurer for the 
Massachusetts Port Authority. 
 
Annual Disclosure Statement 
 
 This Annual Disclosure Statement is of limited scope.  It contains only an updating of certain 
financial information and operating data described below.  Except as expressly noted, all information 
presented in this Annual Disclosure Statement is on the basis required under the 1978 Trust 
Agreement, and not on the basis of GAAP.  For a comparison of the Authority’s financial results under 
the 1978 Trust Agreement and GAAP, please refer to Table S-4 (Conversion of GAAP Revenues and 
Expenses to 1978 Trust Agreement Revenues and Expenses) set forth in the statistical section of the 
CAFR.  The information set forth herein does not contain all material information concerning the Bonds 
or the Authority necessary to make an informed investment decision.  This Annual Disclosure Statement 
does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy the Bonds. 
 
 This Annual Disclosure Statement is submitted pursuant to the Continuing Disclosure Agreement 
and the obligations of the Authority entered into in 1997 in connection with the BOSFUEL Bonds.  The 
intent of the Authority’s undertaking under the Continuing Disclosure Agreement is to provide on a 
continuing basis for the benefit of the owners of the Bonds and any other bonds of the Authority which 
are designated by resolution of the Authority as subject to and having the benefits of the Continuing 
Disclosure Agreement the information described in Rule 15c2-12 (the “Rule”) promulgated by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  Pursuant 
to the Continuing Disclosure Agreement, the Authority has agreed with respect to the Bonds to provide, 
or cause to be provided, certain annual financial information and operating data, prepared on the basis of 
the 1978 Trust Agreement, and notices of material events.  In addition, in connection with the issuance of 
the BOSFUEL Bonds, the Authority undertook a limited obligation to provide annual updated data with 
respect to certain information regarding the Airport.  The Authority reserves the right to modify the 
disclosure required under the Continuing Disclosure Agreement, or the format of such disclosure, so long 
as any such modification is permitted by the Rule. 
 
 The purpose of the Authority’s undertaking is to conform to the requirements of the Rule and not 
to create new contractual or other rights for the Trustee or for the underwriters of the Bonds, any 
registered owner or beneficial owner of Bonds, any municipal securities broker or dealer, any potential 
purchaser of the Bonds, the SEC, or any other person.  The sole remedy in the event of any actual or 
alleged failure by the Authority to comply with any provision of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement 
shall be an action for the specific performance of the Authority’s obligations thereunder and not for 
money damages in any amount.  Any failure by the Authority to comply with any provision of such 
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undertaking shall not constitute an event of default under the 1978 Trust Agreement or any other 
instrument relating to the Bonds. 
 

UPDATED OPERATING INFORMATION 
 
Airport Properties 
 

Boston-Logan International Airport (the “Airport”) continues to be the principal source of the 
Authority’s Revenues, Net Revenues and net income, and is the dominant factor in the determination of 
the Authority’s financial condition.  In fiscal year 2007, the Airport accounted for 76.4% of the 
Authority’s Revenues and 79.0% of the Authority’s Net Revenues, as defined in the 1978 Trust 
Agreement.  For additional information regarding activities at the Airport Properties during fiscal year 
2007, please refer to pages 2-3 of the Letter of Transmittal to the CAFR and to Exhibits S-10, S-11 and S-
12 presented in the statistical section.  Exhibit S-10 summarizes Airport traffic statistics for the ten most 
recent fiscal years. 

 
Logan Airport plays a leading role in New England’s air service infrastructure.  In calendar year 

2006, based upon total passenger volume, Logan Airport was the most active in New England, the 19th 
most active in the United States and the 39th most active in the world, according to the Airports Council 
International (“ACI”).  Enplaned plus deplaned passengers at the Airport for fiscal year 2007 totaled 
approximately 27.9 million passengers.  This is a 1.7% increase from the 27.4 million passengers that 
used the Airport in fiscal year 2006. 
 

The primary destinations of passengers using the Airport for calendar year 2006 were all Florida 
destinations 20.7%, the New York/New Jersey area 10.5% and Washington, DC 9.0%.  The proportion of 
domestic passengers traveling to the West Coast cities of California was 12.4%. 
 

In fiscal year 2007, international passengers (including those traveling on foreign flag and 
regional carriers) accounted for 14.4% of passenger traffic, or approximately 4.0 million passengers.  The 
shares of international passengers at the Airport were 64.9% for Europe and the Middle East, 14.8% for 
Canada, and 19.6% for Bermuda and the Caribbean.  In fiscal year 2007, the top five international origin-
destination markets were London, Paris, Shannon, Toronto and Frankfurt.  International passenger traffic 
grew by 3.9% in fiscal years 2005, and decreased by 2.5% and 3.2% in fiscal year 2006 and 2007 
respectively. 
 

In fiscal year 2007, regional airlines accounted for approximately 10.3% of total passenger traffic 
at the Airport, or approximately 2.9 million passengers.  The number of regional passengers (excluding 
passengers traveling internationally) grew by 6.4% in fiscal years 2005, decreased by 4.1% in fiscal year 
2006, and grew by 11.5% in fiscal year 2007  As of June 30, 2007, COMAIR Delta Connection 
accounted for the greatest share of all domestic regional traffic at the Airport, with 35.4% of domestic 
regional passengers, followed by American Eagle, owned by AMR Corp., parent of American Airlines for 
28.2% and the US Airways Express group of regional carriers, which carried 21.1% of domestic regional 
passengers. 
 

During fiscal year 2007, consolidation took place among the low cost carriers serving Logan 
Airport.  America West Airlines purchased US Airways assets, changed its name to US Airways and 
combined operations.  Throughout fiscal year 2007, AirTran Airways, Jet Blue Airways, Spirit Airlines 
and American West Airlines (excluding US Airways) carried 20.6% of passengers, compared to the 
23.0% of passengers carried by low cost carriers in fiscal year 2006.  The decrease is due to the merger of 
Song’s operations back into Delta after May 2006.  During fiscal year 2007 JetBlue was Logan Airport’s 
third largest carrier in terms of passenger share and AirTran was sixth.  Logan Airport’s low cost carriers 
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provide low fare options mirroring the diversity of all air carriers that has long characterized the Airport’s 
air service market. 
 

In fiscal year 2007, total combined cargo and mail volume was approximately 680.1 million 
pounds.  Between fiscal years 2002 and 2006, the total volume of air cargo and mail handled at the 
Airport decreased by 9.8%, and the volume in fiscal year 2007 decreased by 10.4% from fiscal year 2006.  
From fiscal year 2006 to fiscal year 2007, air cargo (small package/express and freight) fell 9.7%.  A 
large percentage of the total volume of air cargo for the period was attributable to integrated small 
package/express carriers, including Federal Express, United Parcel Service, DHL Airways, Kitty Hawk 
Airlines, Air Transport International, and Yangtze River Express. Integrated carriers accounted for 62.6% 
of total domestic and international cargo volume in fiscal year 2007, the same level as fiscal year 2006. 

 
SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA 
 
 Table S-5 set forth in the statistical section of the CAFR reflects Revenues and Operating 
Expenses for the ten most recent fiscal years, prepared in accordance with accounting principles required 
by the 1978 Trust Agreement.  Information for each of the ten fiscal years is derived from the Authority’s 
financial statements for the respective fiscal years.  (Note that in certain cases information from prior 
fiscal years has been conformed to comply with current GASB standards.)  Financial statements of the 
Authority for fiscal year 2007 and comparative data for fiscal year 2006, together with the report thereon 
of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, independent auditors, are included in the CAFR. 
 
 Table S-6 of the CAFR shows the calculation of Annual Debt Service Coverage of the Authority, 
as provided under the 1978 Trust Agreement, which equals the ratio of the Net Revenues of the Authority 
to the Annual Debt Service.  “Net Revenues” is defined in the 1978 Trust Agreement as the excess of 
Revenues less Operating Expenses; provided that for the purpose of the calculations, proceeds of 
passenger facility charges (“PFCs”) have been excluded from Revenues because such proceeds have been 
excluded from Revenues under the 1978 Trust Agreement.  PFCs are pledged to secure the PFC Bonds, 
pursuant to the PFC Trust Agreement, and certain specific information pertaining to the PFC Bonds, as 
required by the PFC Disclosure Agreement, is set forth in the separate 2007 PFC Disclosure Statement.  
As used in the tables, “Annual Debt Service” is equal to the “Principal and Interest Requirements” on 
Bonds (other than BOSFUEL Bonds) outstanding for the applicable fiscal year. 
 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION OF HISTORICAL OPERATING RESULTS  
 
Prepared in Accordance with the 1978 Trust Agreement 
 

Total Revenues in fiscal year 2007 were $550.1 million, compared to $510.4 and $469.7 million 
in fiscal years 2006 and 2005, respectively, while Operating Expenses were $312.6 million in fiscal year 
2007 compared to $293.9 and $269.7 million in fiscal years 2006 and 2005, respectively, resulting in Net 
Revenues of $237.5 million in fiscal year 2007.  Logan Airport is the primary source of the Authority’s 
Revenues, Net Revenues and Operating Expenses.  For a discussion of the differences between the 
accounting principles required by the 1978 Trust Agreement and generally accepted accounting 
principles, see Note B to the Financial Statements.  Revenues and Net Revenues do not include PFC 
revenues, which are required under federal law to be applied to certain capital projects at the Airport and 
are not pledged for the benefit of holders of the Bonds.  PFC revenues, exclusive of interest earnings, 
totaled $35.3 million in fiscal year 2005, $48.3 million in fiscal year 2006 and $57.5 million in fiscal year 
2007.  PFC revenues in fiscal year 2007 were 19.0% greater than PFC revenues in fiscal year 2006 largely 
due to the change of the collection rate from $3.00 to $4.50 per eligible passenger, effective October 1, 
2005. 
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Airport Properties 
 

Airport Properties Net Revenues (Airport Properties Revenues less Airport Properties Operating 
Expenses) increased from fiscal year 2006 to fiscal year 2007 by 6.1%.  The number of passengers using 
Logan Airport (excluding general aviation) in fiscal year 2007 was 1.7% greater than the prior fiscal year.  
Landed weights were 0.2% greater than the prior fiscal year.  Parking revenues were 7.7% greater than 
revenues in fiscal year 2006, due in large part to the major reconstruction project that added 
approximately 2,800 additional parking spaces at the Central Garage facility.  Logan Airport generated 
approximately $420.1 million of Revenue and incurred $232.4 million of Operating Expenses in fiscal 
year 2007, compared to $396.6 million and $368.3 million of Revenues and $218.7 million and $198.4 
million of Operating Expenses in fiscal years 2006 and 2005, respectively.  Operating revenue and 
expense figures for Logan Airport stated in this paragraph do not include certain items, particularly 
expense items, such as interest, depreciation and amortization, properly allocable to Logan Airport. 
 

Unlike many airport operators, the Authority is not constrained by contractual arrangements with 
the air carriers serving the Airport governing the incurrence of aeronautical costs and the recovery of such 
costs in the landing fee and terminal rentals.  Instead, landing fees and terminal rentals are set annually by 
the Authority on a compensatory basis to cover direct and allocated capital, administration, maintenance 
and operating costs.  Accordingly, each October, the Authority establishes the landing fee for the Airport 
per thousand pounds of landed weight and the rental rates for the terminals, based upon historical capital 
costs and projected landed weights, and the budgeted direct and allocable indirect operating costs of 
providing these facilities for that fiscal year.  The Authority has instituted a new policy with regard to 
reconciling the difference between budgeted costs and actual costs for the fiscal year.  Under the new 
policy, at the end of the fiscal year, the Authority calculates an adjustment for the actual versus the prior 
year’s budgeted revenues and expenses and invoices or pays the difference as appropriate.  Under the old 
methodology, the Authority calculated an adjustment for the actual versus the prior year’s budgeted 
revenues and expenses and included the adjustment in the calculation of the current year’s rates and 
charges. 
 

Landing Fees.  Landing fee revenues at the Airport increased to $69.9 million in fiscal year 2005 
to $76.7 million in fiscal year 2006 and increased to $82.2 million in fiscal year 2007.  This increase of 
approximately $5.5 million or 7.2% was essentially the result of a higher average landing fee charged in 
fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006.  The landing fee increased due to the additional costs 
associated with rising energy costs, as well as, higher costs associated with the investment in and 
operating costs of new and existing facilities.  Landed weights were 20,822,000 pounds in fiscal year 
2005, 20,376,000 pounds in fiscal year 2006, and 20,408,000 pounds in fiscal year 2007. 

 
Parking Fees.  Airport parking revenues (including Logan Express) of $93.0 million in fiscal 

year 2005 decreased slightly to $92.3 million in fiscal year 2006 and then increased to $99.4 million in 
fiscal year 2007 due to the completion of the repair and expansion project that added approximately 2,800 
parking spaces at the Central Garage facility.  The number of commercial parking spaces at the Airport is 
subject to a limitation imposed by the EPA.   

 
Rentals.  All leases with air carriers for terminal space at the Airport currently provide that the 

Authority may revise rental rates periodically, at the discretion of the Authority, to recover the actual 
direct and indirect capital and operating costs for such leased space.  In addition, leases with certain 
carriers which are obligors of special facilities revenue bonds issued by the Authority and secured by a 
pledge of certain lease revenues are required to pay rent directly to the applicable trustee in an amount at 
least sufficient to pay the debt service on such bonds.  In August 2001, the Authority entered into a long-
term lease with Delta of Terminal A with a term scheduled to end on April 1, 2010, which may be 
extended to 2030, pursuant to which Delta redeveloped Terminal A.  The new Terminal A was 
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substantially completed and opened for service on March 16, 2005.   After Delta Airlines filed for 
bankruptcy protection in September 2005, the Authority and Delta Airlines negotiated a restated and 
amended lease (the “Amended Lease”) for Terminal A pursuant to which Delta Airlines reduced the 
number of gates that it occupied in Terminal A.  The Amended Lease was approved by the Bankruptcy 
Court and by Ambac Assurance Corporation (“Ambac”) as insurer of the Terminal A Special Facility 
Bonds and is effective as of July 1, 2006.   As a result, Delta now has a ten year lease, which includes 12 
of the 18 contact gates and four of the seven regional aircraft positions. Delta emerged from bankruptcy 
on April 30, 2007.  The Authority is under no obligation to assume any liability for the Terminal A 
Special Facility bonds or to direct revenue, other than a portion of the Terminal A airline revenue, to 
service the debt.    In June 2007, the Authority executed a term sheet with Continental Airlines (currently 
in Terminal C) and in September 2007 Continental and the Authority signed a lease of four contact gates 
and two regional aircraft positions within Terminal A.  
 

The Authority has entered into a lease of the western wing of Terminal B with US Airways for a 
term scheduled to end September 30, 2023, and the Authority entered into a similar lease of a significant 
portion of the eastern wing of Terminal B with American Airlines for a term expiring in 2010, which may 
be extended to 2015.  In fiscal year 2007, rentals from Terminal A were $16.7 million, rentals from 
Terminal B were $21.5 million.   
 

In Terminal C, the Authority has a lease with JetBlue that runs from January 2005 through April 
2011 with twenty automatic one year extensions. In March 2007 JetBlue occupied eight gates and by 
November 2008, the lease will expand to 11 gates. The Authority does not have long-term written 
agreements with the other airline tenants in Terminals C and E.  Rental rates for such Terminals are set on 
a compensatory basis to recover direct and allocated capital, administration, maintenance and operation 
costs.  Rental revenue from these three Terminals totaled $63.6 million in fiscal year 2007.  Rental 
income from buildings other than Terminals totaled $20.8 million in fiscal year 2007 and income from 
land rentals produced an additional $13.7 million.  
  

Concessions.  Revenues from concessions increased from $48.2 million in fiscal year 2005 to 
$51.9 million in fiscal year 2006 and increased to $53.7 million in fiscal year 2007.  Concession revenues 
include payments made by rental car companies which operate at the Airport and commissions from the 
following concessions:  food and beverage, news and gifts, duty free shops, specialty shops, ground 
transportation services, and other concessions. 

 
Hanscom Field.  During fiscal year 2007, Revenues from operations at Hanscom Field 

represented approximately 1.6% of the total Revenues of the Authority, and Hanscom’s Operating 
Expenses constituted approximately 2.5% of the Authority’s Operating Expenses.  In fiscal year 2007, 
Hanscom Field generated $8.9 million of Revenue, with Operating Expenses of $7.8 million, yielding an 
operating surplus before debt service or other capital expenses of approximately $1.1 million.  Operating 
revenue and expense figures for Hanscom Field stated in this paragraph do not include certain items, 
particularly expense items, such as interest, depreciation and amortization, properly allocable to Hanscom 
Field. 

 
Worcester Regional Airport.  All payments made under the Worcester OA have been made 

from cash in the Improvement and Extension Fund.  
 
Port Properties 
 

As part of the reorganization of the Authority, responsibility for the properties formerly managed 
by the Business Development Department, which include both maritime/industrial properties and 
development properties in former port backlands, was transferred to the Maritime Department.   
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Results of operations of the Authority’s Maritime Department and those properties formerly 
managed by the Business Development Department are separately stated through fiscal year 2003.  
Beginning in fiscal year 2004, results are restated as Maritime Operations and Maritime Real Estate.  
Maritime Operations includes container activity, cruise passenger activity and automobile shipping (all 
previously under Maritime). Maritime Real Estate includes all of the former Business Development 
Department’s real estate assets and some land/building assets which were previously reported under 
Maritime.  The Authority has traditionally experienced annual Port Properties operating deficits 
(Maritime and Business Development Revenues less Maritime and Business Development Operating 
Expenses).  These deficits reflect the allocation of a portion of Authority-wide administrative and 
overhead costs as well as all direct costs. 
 

In fiscal year 2007, the Revenue attributable to the Port Properties totaled approximately $68.7 
million, or approximately 12.5% of the Revenues of the Authority, and the Port Properties accounted for 
approximately $62.0 million of Operating Expenses, or approximately 19.8% of the Authority’s 
Operating Expenses.  In fiscal year 2007, the Port Properties realized a surplus of $6.7 million in Net 
Revenues, versus a surplus of $4.4 million in fiscal year 2006.  The Net Revenues from Maritime 
Operations was $1.3 million for fiscal year 2007 while the Net Revenue from Maritime Real Estate was 
$5.4 million in fiscal year 2007.   Over the period shown, the Authority has pursued a policy of seeking 
compensatory pricing, aggressively negotiating new lease terms when possible, and revenue development 
through more intense use of the Port Properties and a marketing program designed to increase the volume 
of containers handled and the number of cruise passengers who embark or disembark in Boston, in an 
effort to mitigate these deficits. 
 

Operating revenue and expense figures for the Port Properties stated in this paragraph do not 
include certain items, particularly expense items such as payments in lieu of taxes, interest and 
depreciation and amortization, properly allocable to the Port Properties. 
 
Bridge 
 
 In fiscal year 2007, Revenues from the Bridge were approximately $31.3 million, or 
approximately 5.7% of the total Revenues of the Authority.  Bridge Operating Expenses for fiscal year 
2007 were $10.4 million, yielding net revenue from Bridge operations of approximately $21.0 million.  
Effective April 4, 2004, toll rates were increased, with passenger car tolls increasing to $3.00 (less a $0.50 
discount for those using the “Fast Lane” electronic toll collection system).  Operating revenue and 
expense figures for the Bridge operations stated in this paragraph do not include certain items, particularly 
expense items such as payments in lieu of taxes, interest and depreciation and amortization, properly 
allocable to the Bridge.   
 
Other 
 
 Investment Income.  Investment income increased from $9.5 million in fiscal year 2005 to $15.3 
million in fiscal year 2006 and to $21.0 million in fiscal year 2007.  The increase in fiscal year 2007 is 
due to higher interest rates and growth in funds available for investment.  The Authority uses structured 
investments and other diversification strategies under the Authority’s investment policy to maximize 
return on investments as appropriate. 





 
 

STATEMENT OF 
PFC ANNUAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

AND OPERATING DATA 
of the 

MASSACHUSETTS PORT AUTHORITY 
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2007 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 This Statement of Annual Financial Information and Operating Data dated as of November 16, 
2007 (the “PFC Annual Disclosure Statement”) of the Massachusetts Port Authority (the “Authority”) is 
prepared and submitted in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement 
dated as of May 6, 1999 (the “PFC Disclosure Agreement”) between the Authority and The Bank of New 
York, as dissemination agent.  Set forth below is certain financial information and operating data relating 
to the Authority for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2007 (“fiscal year 2007”) updating the financial 
information and operating data presented in the Authority’s Official Statement dated June 9, 1999 relating 
to the 1999 PFC Bonds (the “1999 PFC Official Statement”), the 2007 PFC Bonds (the “2007 PFC 
Official Statement”) and the Authority’s Statement of PFC Annual Financial Information and Operating 
Data dated as of December 7, 2006 (the “2006 PFC Annual Disclosure Statement”).  Capitalized terms 
not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to such terms in the 2007 PFC Official 
Statement.  This PFC Annual Disclosure Statement is part of the Authority’s Comprehensive Annual 
Financial Report dated November 16, 2007 (the “2007 CAFR”) for fiscal year 2007 and the remaining 
sections of the 2007 CAFR are incorporated herein by reference.  The Authority’s audited financial 
statements for fiscal year 2007 and comparative information for fiscal years 2006 and 2005, prepared in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP”), 
with a report thereon by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, independent auditors, are also included as part of 
the 2007 CAFR.  The 2007 PFC Official Statement and the 2006 PFC Annual Disclosure Statement are 
each on file with each Nationally Recognized Municipal Securities Information Repository (“NRMSIR”). 
 
 This PFC Annual Disclosure Statement applies to the following Series of Bonds issued by the 
Authority: 
 
Massachusetts Port Authority PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-A (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-B (AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-B (Non-AMT) 
Massachusetts Port Authority PFC Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2007-D (Non-AMT) 
 
 On June 16, 1999, the Authority issued its $67,665,000 PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-A 
(Non-AMT) and $181,690,000 PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 1999-B (AMT) pursuant to a PFC Revenue 
Bond Trust Agreement dated as of May 6, 1999, as supplemented and amended (the “PFC Trust 
Agreement”), between the Authority and The Bank of New York, as trustee (the “PFC Trustee”).  On 
June 7, 2007, the Authority issued its $48,480,000 PFC Revenue Bonds, Series 2007-B (Non-AMT) and 
$65,130,000 PFC Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2007-D (Non-AMT) which advance refunded the 
1999-A PFC Revenue Bonds (Non-AMT) (collectively, the “PFC Bonds”) pursuant to the PFC Trust 
Agreement. 
 
 The Authority has issued eighteen series of bonds (the “Bonds”) pursuant to the Trust Agreement 
dated as of August 1, 1978, as supplemented and amended (the “1978 Trust Agreement”) between the 
Authority and U.S. Bank National Association (successor to State Street Bank and Trust Company), as 
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trustee (the “Trustee”) which remain outstanding as of the date hereof.  On December 29, 2000 and 
January 2, 2001, respectively, the Authority issued its Subordinated Revenue Bonds, Series 2000-A, 
2000-B and 2000-C, and Series 2001-A, 2001-B and 2001-C, respectively, in the aggregate principal 
amount of $74,000,000 (collectively, the “Subordinated Revenue Bonds”).  The Subordinated Revenue 
Bonds are payable solely from amounts on deposit in the Improvement and Extension Fund established 
under the 1978 Trust Agreement and in a separate account not subject to the pledge of the 1978 Trust 
Agreement or the PFC Trust Agreement.  The Subordinated Revenue Bonds are subordinate to all of the 
revenue bonds issued prior to the date hereof by the Authority pursuant to the 1978 Trust Agreement. 
   

On August 16, 2001, the Authority issued its Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (Delta Air Lines, 
Inc. Project), Series 2001A, 2001B and 2001C (collectively, the “Delta Project Bonds”) in aggregate 
principal amount of $497,585,000.  On March 1, 2001, the Authority issued its Special Facilities Revenue 
Refunding Bonds (Harborside Hyatt Conference Center and Hotel Project), Series 2001-A (Tax-Exempt) 
and 2001-B (Taxable) (collectively, the “Hyatt Bonds”), a portion of the proceeds of which were applied 
to refund all of the Authority’s outstanding Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (Harborside Hyatt 
Conference Center and Hotel Project), Series 1990.  On December 9, 1999, the Authority issued 
$80,500,000 of its Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (United Air Lines, Inc. Project), Series 1999A (the 
“United Project Bonds”).  As a result of United Air Lines’ filing for bankruptcy protection in December 
2002, the trustee for the United Project Bonds issued notice of an event of default.  On February 1, 2006, 
the bankruptcy court approved the United Air Lines Plan of Reorganization and as a result, the United 
Project Bonds debt was discharged, along with other unsecured debt of United Air Lines.  On October 21, 
1999, the Authority issued its $33,120,000 Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (US Airways Project), 
Series 1999 (the “1999 US Airways Project Bonds”) and on January 2, 1997, the Authority issued its 
$48,980,000 Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (USAir Project), Series 1996A (the “1997 USAir Project 
Bonds” and collectively with the 1999 US Airways Project Bonds, the “US Airways Project Bonds”). 

   
The Authority did not undertake any ongoing disclosure obligations in connection with the 

issuance of the Subordinated Revenue Bonds, the Delta Project Bonds, the Hyatt Bonds, the United 
Project Bonds or the US Airways Project Bonds.  On May 15, 1997, the Authority issued its 
$111,320,000 Special Facilities Revenue Bonds (BOSFUEL Project), Series 1997 (the “1997 BOSFUEL 
Bonds”).  On July 12, 2007, the Authority issued its $106,595,000 Special Facilities Revenue Bonds 
(BOSFUEL Project), Series 2007 (the “2007 BOSFUEL Bonds”).  The 2007 BOSFUEL Bonds were 
issued to finance the design and construction of improvements to the integrated jet fuel storage and 
distribution system at Logan Airport and to currently refund the 1997 BOSFUEL Bonds. 

 
Pursuant to the Continuing Disclosure agreement dated as of August 1, 1997 (the “Continuing 

Disclosure Agreement”), between the Authority and U.S. Bank National Association (successor to State 
Street Bank and Trust Company), the Authority is also issuing as of November 16, 2007 the 2007 CAFR 
with respect to the outstanding Bonds issued pursuant to the 1978 Trust Agreement and the BOSFUEL 
Bonds.  The 2007 CAFR has been filed with each NRMSIR and is also available from the Authority and 
the Trustee. 

 
 The Authority’s principal office is located at One Harborside Drive, Suite 200S, East Boston, 
Massachusetts 02128.  Its telephone number is (617) 568-5000.  Questions may be directed to John P. 
Pranckevicius, CPA, the Authority’s Director of Administration and Finance and Secretary-Treasurer for 
the Massachusetts Port Authority. 
. 
 



Annual Disclosure Statement 
  

This PFC Annual Disclosure Statement is of limited scope.  It contains only an updating of 
certain financial information and operating data described below.  Except as expressly noted, all 
information presented in this Annual Disclosure Statement is on the basis required under the PFC 
Trust Agreement, and not on the basis of GAAP.  The information set forth herein does not contain all 
material information concerning the PFC Bonds or the Authority necessary to make an informed 
investment decision.  This PFC Disclosure Statement does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation 
of an offer to buy the PFC Bonds. 

 
 This PFC Annual Disclosure Statement is submitted pursuant to the PFC Disclosure Agreement.  
The intent of the Authority’s undertaking under the PFC Disclosure Agreement is to provide on a 
continuing basis for the benefit of the owners of the PFC Bonds and any other bonds of the Authority 
which are designated by resolution of the Authority as subject to and having the benefits of the PFC 
Disclosure Agreement the information described in Rule 15c2-12 (the “Rule”) promulgated by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  Pursuant 
to the PFC Disclosure Agreement, the Authority has agreed with respect to the PFC Bonds to provide, or 
cause to be provided, certain annual financial information and operating data, prepared on the basis of the 
PFC Trust Agreement, and notices of material events.  The Authority reserves the right to modify the 
disclosure required under the PFC Disclosure Agreement, or the format of such disclosure, so long as any 
such modification is permitted by the Rule. 
 
 The purpose of the Authority’s undertaking is to conform to the requirements of the Rule and not 
to create new contractual or other rights for the PFC Trustee or for the underwriters of the PFC Bonds, 
any registered owner or beneficial owner of PFC Bonds, any municipal securities broker or dealer, any 
potential purchaser of the PFC Bonds, the SEC, or any other person.  The sole remedy in the event of any 
actual or alleged failure by the Authority to comply with any provision of the PFC Disclosure Agreement 
shall be an action for the specific performance of the Authority’s obligations thereunder and not for 
money damages in any amount.  Any failure by the Authority to comply with any provision of such 
undertaking shall not constitute an event of default under the PFC Trust Agreement or any other 
instruments relating to the PFC Bonds. 
 

UPDATED OPERATING INFORMATION 
 
Incorporation by Reference 
  

To view the 2007 CAFR on-line, please visit http:www.massport.com/about/about_inves.html. 
 

PFC ANNUAL FILING 
 
 The following information is provided with respect to the PFC Bonds pursuant to the PFC 
Disclosure Agreement. 
 
Historical and Forecast PFCs and Estimated Debt Service Coverage 
 
 A table presenting historical PFC collections and estimated debt service coverage of the PFC 
Bonds as of June 30, 2007 is attached hereto as APPENDIX A. 
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First Lien Sufficiency Covenant 
  

A calculation of the First Lien Sufficiency Covenant (as defined in the PFC Trust Agreement) as 
of June 30, 2007 is attached hereto as APPENDIX B. 

 
Sources and Uses of Funds for 1999 PFC Bond Projects 
  

The 1999 PFC Bond Projects consist of the “Gateway Terminal Building”, comprising an 
addition of approximately 410,000 square feet of new space to, and renovation of approximately 170,000 
square feet of existing space at, Terminal E, the international terminal at the Airport, and development of 
the “Gateway Roadways”, comprising a new two-level system of public roads, service access and new 
curbside facilities.  Collectively, the Gateway Terminal Building and the Gateway Roadways are referred 
to as the “International Gateway Project.”  In May 2003, the new South Addition to the Gateway 
Terminal Building was placed in service; however, work continues on the Gateway Terminal Building 
portion of the project.  On September 16, 2004, the Members of the Authority authorized an increase to 
the project budget for the International Gateway project (excluding an additional $44.0 million of 
baggage screening improvements) from $322.0 million to $410.0 million.  A portion of the increase in the 
project budget was used to effect a settlement of certain claims asserted by the previous contractor for the 
project, Modern Continental Construction, Inc., and to engage a new contractor, Skanska USA, Inc., for 
the project.  Since that date, the approved project budget has increased by an additional $9.45 million, to 
$419.5 million (excluding an additional $44.0 million of baggage screening improvements).  As of June 
30, 2007, the estimated cost to complete the International Gateway Project was approximately $463.4 
million (including $44.0 million of baggage screening improvements).  As of June 30, 2007, excluding 
the cost of hold baggage screening improvements, $416.4 million had been committed through execution 
of construction contracts, change orders, work orders, purchase orders or other approved payments, and 
$403.5 million had been invoiced.  The primary sources of funding for the International Gateway Project 
are the Authority’s 1999 PFC Bonds, commercial paper (expected to be repaid with PFCs) and Revenue 
Bonds, Series 1999-D and 2005-B, as well as pay-as-you-go PFCs. 

 
Amendment to PFC Application 
 
 On July 29, 2005, the Authority submitted a request to the FAA to amend the existing PFC 
authorization to increase the collection amount from $3.00 to $4.50, to decrease the amount of PFCs 
approved by the FAA to be used for certain completed projects, and to increase the FAA-approved 
amount for the International Gateway Project to $483,631,000.  On September 2, 2005, the FAA issued a 
Final Agency Decision increasing the PFC collected from eligible passengers enplaning at Logan Airport 
to $4.50, effective October 1, 2005, increasing the amount of PFCs that may be used to fund construction 
and financing costs of the International Gateway Project to $483,631,000, and decreasing the amount of 
PFCs to be used for certain completed PFC projects.  The projected charge expiration date is February 1, 
2011. 
 

On December 6, 2005, the Authority submitted a PFC Application to the FAA to add ten new 
projects to Logan Airport’s PFC Program, and amend one previously approved project.  The application 
requested authority to collect a $4.50 PFC to fund the projects.  On April 20, 2006, the FAA issued a 
Final Agency Decision approving the PFC Application (the “2006 Approval”).  The Final Agency 
Decision approved $293.0 million in PFC collection authority for the new projects, resulting in a total 
PFC collection authority of $995.0 million, and approved $280.2 million in PFC use authority, resulting 
in a total PFC use authority of $982.2 million.  The projected charge expiration date is February 1, 2016.  
The Authority has not yet sought PFC use authority for the Centerfield Taxiway project.   
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International Gateway Project Sources and Uses 

 Gateway Roadways 

Gateway 
Terminal 
Building Total 

PFC Pay-as-you-go Funding:    
    
Preliminary Design: $  588,000 $  2,678,000 $ 3,266,000 
Budgeted Construction Costs: 5,325,000 47,046,500 52,371,500 
Budgeted OCIP: 1,380,000 12,794,000 14,174,000 
Budgeted Contingency:               0 19,446,500 19,446,500 

Subtotal PFC Pay-as-you-go Funding: 7,293,000 81,965,000 89,258,000 
    
PFC Revenue Bonds:    
    
Series 1999A: 40,743,000  40,743,000 
Series 1999B:  182,875,000 182,875,000 
    
Commercial Paper:1 _________ 76,367,000 76,367,000 

    
Subtotal PFC-Related Funding: $48,036,000 $341,207,000 $389,243,000 
    
Non-PFC Revenue Bonds:    
    
Series 1990A:  $  1,600,000 $  1,600,000 
Series 1999D:  40,582,000 40,582,000 
Series 2006B:  18,879,000 18,879,000 
I&E Fund  - Budgeted Contingency:  3,218,000 3,218,000 

    
Other Sources:    
    
TSA Grant: __________ 9,881,000 9,881,000 

                                                

    
Total Funding for International  Gateway: $48,036,000 $415,367,000 $463,403,000 
 
Sources and Uses of Funds for 2007 PFC Bond Projects 
 
 The 2007-B PFC Bonds were issued to fund the PFC-eligible costs, net of grant and other 
funding, of the design and construction of Runway 14/32 and Associated Taxiways and Southwest 
Taxiway, Infield and Taxiway K Improvements, Runway 4L/22R and 4R/22L Improvements and Airfield 
Drainage and Perimeter Road Improvements, (collectively, the “2007-B PFC Bond Projects”).  The 2007-
D PFC Revenue Refunding Bonds were issued to advance refund all of the outstanding 1999A PFC 
Bonds (the “Refunded Bonds”).  The 2007-B PFC Bond Projects are among the capital projects approved 
for PFC funding by the FAA pursuant to the 2006 Approval.  The following table shows the projects that 
will be partially or fully funded by the 2007-B PFC Bonds, as well as the other Approved Projects that 
were included in the 2006 Approval and prior year approvals.  
  
   

 
1  Expected to be repaid with PFCs. 



APPROVED PFC PROJECTS

Project
Actual/ Budgeted 

Total Project 
Cost

Amount Funded 
by PFC Bonds

Amount Funded 
by PFC Pay-As-

You-Go

Amount Funded 
by Commercial 

Paper to be 
Funded by PFCs

Amount Funded 
by Grants

Amount Funded 
by Authority 

Revenue Bonds 
and Cash

Actual/Expected 
Date of Construction

Actual/Expected 
Date of 

Completion

Runway 14/32 and 
Associated Taxiways $87.5 million $17.4 million -- -- $52.1 million $18.0 million August 2004 December 2006

Southwest Taxiway, Infield 
and Taxiway K Improvements $25.3 million $7.2 million -- -- $17.6 million $0.5 million April 2007 April 2008

Runway 4L-22R and 4R-22L 
Improvements $33.8 million $18.1 million $5.1 million -- $10.6 million -- April 2004 March 2007

Airfield Drainage and 
Perimeter Road 
Improvements

$1.2 million $1.2 million -- -- -- -- June 2007 February 2008

Residential Sound Insulation 
Program - 1999 Contour $80.2 million -- $15.3 million -- $65.6 million -- March 1991 December 2000

Logan Modernization 
Preliminary Design and 
Environmental Approval

$13.3 million -- $9.5 million -- -- -- May 1993 December 1997

Terminal E Modernization $38.9 million -- $20.9 million -- -- $13.9 million July 1995 July 1997

Circulating Roadways $164.0 million -- $144.4 million $19.0 million -- -- August 1998 July 2006

Elevated Walkways $111.0 million -- $111.0 million -- -- -- April 1997 March 2005

International Gateway 
including Terminal E Hold 
Baggage Screening System

$463.4 million $223.6 million $89.3 million $76.4 million $9.9 million $64.2 million August 1998 December 2007

Hold Baggage Screening at 
Terminal C $45.1 million -- $6.4 million -- $38.7 million -- July 2002 December 2002

Terminal B Security 
Checkpoint Consolidation $7.8 million -- $7.8 million -- -- -- September 2004 February 2007

Boundary Security 
Infrastructure $15.4 million -- $4.4 million -- -- $11.0 million September 2005 February 2008

Access Control $28.0 million -- $9.4 million $15.0 million $3.3 million $0.3 million November 2004 March 2008

Terminals B, C and E Aprons 
and Alleyways 
Reconstruction

$13.9 million -- $13.9 million -- -- -- July 2005 January 2007

Taxiway D Extension $13.3 million -- $3.3 million -- $10.0 million -- May 2010 December 2011

Residential Sound Insulation 
Program - 1998, 2001 and 
Runway 14-32 Mitigation 
Contours

$68.2 million -- $13.6 million -- $54.6 million -- July 2001 March 2010

Centerfield Taxiway (1) $53.5 million -- $12.8 million -- $38.6 million $2.1 million December 2007 June 2009

(1) Pursuant to the 2006 Approval, the Authority has the authority to collect PFCs for the Centerfield Taxiway project.  The Authority received

 environmental approval for this project on April 20,2007.  The Authority intends to apply for authority to use PFCs for the Centerfield Taxiway project.

APPROVED PFC PROJECTS FUNDED WITH THE 2007-B PFC BONDS AND INCLUDED IN THE 2006 APPROVAL

PFC PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THE 1997 APPROVAL

PFC PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THE 1998 APPROVAL

ADDITIONAL PFC PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THE 2006 APPROVAL
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Additional Information 
  

The remaining information required to be included in the Authority’s Annual Filing under 
subsections 4(a)(ii), (iii), (iv) and 4(c) of the PFC Disclosure Agreement is included in the Authority’s 
audited financial statements for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2007, the Letter of Transmittal, the 
Statistical Information or the Annual Disclosure Statement included in the 2007 CAFR. 
 

*  *  * 
  

This PFC Annual Disclosure Statement has been executed and delivered on behalf of the 
Authority pursuant to the PFC Disclosure Agreement. 
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Appendix A

Historical PFC Revenue and
Debt Service Coverage

(in thousands)

Estimated
Percent Total Gross Net

Rate of Passengers Net PFC Collections Annual Less Annual Debt
Fiscal Enplaned Traffic Paying PFC Investment Plus Investment Debt Interest Debt Service
Year Passengers (1) Growth PFCs (2) Collections (3) Income Income Service (4) Income (5) Service Coverage (6)

2000 13,800 4.15% 91.36% $36,815 $4,483 $41,298 $13,212 $10,604 $2,608 15.84
2001 13,659 -1.02% 91.08% 36,324 3,901 40,225 21,543 9,904 11,639 3.46
2002 11,026 -19.27% 91.45% 29,445 2,652 32,097 21,547 7,402 14,145 2.27
2003 11,250 2.03% 88.55% 29,090 771 29,861 21,545 3,841 17,704 1.69
2004 12,236 8.76% 91.93% 32,845 607 33,452 21,548 895 20,652 1.62
2005 13,381 9.36% 91.32% 35,316 621 35,937 21,543 1,329 20,213 1.78
2006 13,662 2.10% 91.01% 48,324 1,265 49,589 21,546 1,305 20,241 2.45
2007 13,867 1.51% 94.46% 57,504 938 58,443 19,809 1,318 18,490 3.16

(1)  Excludes general aviation passengers from whom PFCs are not collected.
(2)  These figures are estimated based on PFC Collections for the respective fiscal years and after allowance for the air carriers' PFC Collection fee during

 the fiscal year.  These figures are estimated because PFCs are collected from passengers at the time of ticket sale, not at the time the travel occurs.
(3)  The substantial increase in net PFC collections in FY2006 reflects an increase in the authorized PFC level to $4.50, from $3.00 effective October 1, 2005.

 As of June 30, 2007, the air carrier PFC Collection fee was $0.11.
(4)  Less accrued interest from June 1, 1999 to June 16, 1999 in the amount of $528,464 in fiscal year 2000.
(5)  Interest income on the Debt Service Reserve Fund, the Project Fund and non-PFC interest income on the Debt Service Fund.
(6)  Debt Service Coverage for fiscal years 2000 through 2005 reflect the pledge of revenue at the $3.00 PFC level.  Debt Service Coverage for fiscal years

 2006 and 2007 reflect the pledge of revenue at the $4.50 PFC level.  The increase in the pledge of revenue received by Massport that is attributable to the
 first $4.50 of PFCs, rather than the first $3.00 of PFCs, was approved by Massport's Board on May 17, 2007.
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Unspent PFC Authority + Projected Additional Pledged Revenue

Projected Aggregate Debt Service

Unspent PFC Authority  =
Projected Additional 

Pledged Revenue Projected Aggregate Debt Service (calculated with the goal of minimizing
(currently none) the aggregate dollar amount necessary to pay and redeem the First Lien

PFC Bonds whether at maturity or redemption prior to stated maturity)

(A) Aggregate dollar amount of revenue authorized to be $995,033,217 $0 Amount necessary to pay or redeem the 1999-B PFC Bonds at redemption:
      collected by the Authority under PFC Authority call date July 1, 2009 @ 101% (minimum amount); 2007-B and 2007-D PFC Bonds

are redeemed at maturity

      minus Projected Aggregate Debt Service =

(B) the dollar amount of Cost of Projects paid to date from (D)   Aggregate amount of Annual Debt Service
       PFC Pledged Revenue or legally obligated to date to be 440,835,895         for the period commencing June 30, 2007
       paid from PFC Pledged Revenue         through the optional redemption date of $296,893,387

        July 1, 2009 for the 1999-B Bonds
        together with premium; the 2007-B and

(C) (including debt service paid to date on First Lien PFC Bonds         2007-D Bonds are redeemed at maturity
       but excluding Projected Aggregate Debt Service 112,327,029
       with respect to First Lien PFC Bonds)         minus

       Unspent PFC Authority = $441,870,293         amounts on deposit as of June 30, 2007
       (A) minus sum of (B) and (C)         in the Debt Service Fund and $14,754,605

        Debt Service Reserve Fund, 29,437,000
        and projected interest earnings on 
        the Project Funds and 428,993
        the Debt Service Reserve Fund 5,701,244

(E)  Subtotal $50,321,842

       Projected Aggregate Debt Service = $246,571,545
      (D) minus (E)

(A), (B), (C), (D), (E):  See attached notes

First Lien Sufficiency Covenant = = 1.79

Appendix B

First Lien Sufficiency Covenant
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2007

(see attached notes and exhibits)
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Note:
(A) See FAA's Record of Decision, dated April 20, 2006, page 2 (attached as Exhibit 1)

(B) This figure is the total of (1) pay-as-you-go expenditures paid through June 30, 2007
plus (2) binding commitments legally obligated to be paid (but not yet paid as of June 30, 2007).

Legally Obligated
Paid to Date * to be Paid **

PFC Project 1: Residential Sound Insulation Projects $15,325,217 $0
PFC Project 2A: Logan Modernization Program 9,513,984 0

Planning, Preliminary Design and
Environmental Analysis

PFC Project 3: Terminal E Modernization 20,891,765 0
PFC Project 4: Circulating Roadways 137,223,055 0
PFC Project 6: International Gateway 71,885,093 4,795,305
PFC Project 17: Elevated Walkways 110,718,222 0
PFC Project 20: Residential Sound Insulation 1998 and 2001 65 Ldn Contours 1,150,939 7,443,243
PFC Project 21: Residential Sound Insulation 14/32 Mitigation Contour 931,182 2,220,438
PFC Project 22: Runway 14/32 and Associated Taxiways 112,050 0
PFC Project 23: Taxiway Improvements 0 81,661
PFC Project 24: Runway Improvements 34,259 4,063,614
PFC Project 25: Reconstruction of Aprons & Alleyways 6,699,264 5,764,472
PFC Project 26: Security Improvements 0 41,982,132
PFC Project 27: Centerfield Taxiway 0 0
PFC Project 30: Airfield Drainage Improvements 0 0
PFC Project 31: Airfield Perimeter Road Improvements 0 0

Total $374,485,031 $66,350,864

Total of Paid to Date and Legally Obligated to be Paid: $440,835,895

* Source: June 30, 2007 Passenger Facility Charge Quarterly Report. (See Exhibit 2.)  For PFC Project 6,
   the Paid to Date figure shown here does not include $128,161,367.45 of PFC Pledged Revenue used
   to pay debt service on the 1999A and 1999B PFC Revenue Bonds through June 30, 2007.
** Legally Obligated to be Paid Amounts:
PFC Projects 1, 2A and 3:  These projects are complete.

PFC Projects 4, 6 and 17:  Source: Logan Modernization Cost Report, June 2007.

PFC Projects 20 to 31:  Source: Massport Capital Programs Quarterly Report for quarter ended
June 30, 2007.

(C) Debt Service Paid to Date consists of the interest and principal payments made to bondholders through
January 2, 2007.  The amount of PFC Pledged Revenue used to pay debt service was $112,327,028.54.

(D) Aggregate amount of Annual Debt Service as of June 30, 2007
assuming the 1999-B Bonds are redeemed (including premium) at earliest
possible date: July 1, 2009; the 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds are
redeemed at maturity $296,893,387
Aggregate amount of Annual Debt Service as of June 30, 2007
assuming the 1999-B Bonds are redeemed July 1, 2010; the 2007-B
and 2007-D Bonds are redeemed at maturity $300,777,527
Aggregate amount of Annual Debt Service as of June 30, 2007
assuming the 1999-B, 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds are redeemed at maturity $312,748,737
(See attached Exhibit 3)

(E) Sum of amounts on deposit as of June 30, 2007 in the Debt Service
Fund and Debt Service Reserve Fund, and projected interest earnings
on the Project Funds and Debt Service Reserve Fund:
assuming the 1999-B Bonds are redeemed at earliest possible date: July 1, 2009 $50,321,842
assuming the 1999-B Bonds are redeemed July 1, 2010 $51,168,781
assuming the 1999-B, 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds are redeemed at maturity $54,880,375
(See attached Exhibit 3)
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Exhibit 2

PFC Quarterly Report
Project Activity

General Edward Lawrence
Logan International Airport
Quarter Ended June 30, 2007

Approval
of Use Project Project Cumulative Amount of Use Current Estimated

Projects Date Start Stop Expenditures Approval Costs

Project 1 - Residential Sound 27-Jan-97 1-Jan-91 31-Dec-00 $15,325,217.34 $15,323,217.00 $15,325,217.00
Insulation (RSIP)

Project 2A - Logan Modernization 24-Aug-93 1-Jul-93 31-Dec-97 9,513,983.87        9,514,000.00 9,513,983.87
Program (LMP) Planning, Preliminary
Design , and Environmental Analysis

Project 3 - Terminal E Improvements 27-Jan-97 1-Jul-94 31-Aug-97 20,891,764.85      20,892,000.00 20,891,764.85

Project 4 - Roadway System 27-Jan-97 1-Jul-95 31-Jan-07 137,223,055.40    172,655,000.00 171,269,000.00
(Circulation and Terminal E)

Project 6 - International Gateway 5-Feb-98 1-Jul-95 31-Jul-07 200,046,460.90    483,631,000.00 483,631,000.00

Project 17 - Elevated Walkways 20-Apr-06 1-Jun-95 30-Jun-05 110,718,221.57    112,298,000.00 112,298,000.00

Project 20 - Residential Sound Insulation 20-Apr-06 1-Jul-01 31-Dec-07 1,150,939.45        8,590,000.00 8,590,000.00
-1998 & 2001 - 65 LDN Contours

Project 21 - Residential Sound Insulation 20-Apr-06 1-Sep-05 31-Mar-10 931,182.05           5,200,000.00 5,200,000.00
-Runway14/32 Mitigation Contour

Project 22 - Runway 14/32 20-Apr-06 1-Aug-04 31-Dec-06 112,050.00           31,240,000.00 31,240,000.00

Project 23 - Taxiway Improvement 20-Apr-06 1-Oct-06 30-Jun-08 0.00 11,243,000.00 11,243,000.00

Project 24 - Runway Improvement 20-Apr-06 1-Apr-04 31-Jan-06 34,258.83             32,210,000.00 32,210,000.00
-to 4L-22R and 4R-22L

Project 25 - Reconstruction of Aprons & 20-Apr-06 1-Sep-05 31-Jul-07 6,699,263.85        13,933,000.00 13,933,000.00
Alleyways at Terminal B, C, D

Project 26 - Security Improvement 20-Apr-06 1-Aug-02 31-Mar-07 0.00 63,815,000.00 63,815,000.00

Project 30 - Airfield Drainage Improvement 20-Apr-06 1-Jul-06 31-Jan-08 0.00 549,000.00 549,000.00

Project 31 - Airfield Perimeter 20-Apr-06 1-Jul-07 29-Feb-08 0.00 1,098,000.00 1,098,000.00
Road Improvement

Total Impose and Use  (1) $502,646,398.11 $982,191,217.00 $980,806,965.72

(1) In addition to the above, PFC Project 27 - Centerfield Taxiway, has been approved for impose Only Authority in the amount of $12,842,000;
     bringing Logan Airport's total collection authority to: $995,033,217.00.
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Amount necessary to pay or redeem the 1999-B PFC Bonds at July 1, 2009 redemption date;
2007B & 2007-D Bonds are redeemed at maturity:

1 Principal Payment made on July 1, 2007 - 1999-B Bonds 11,435,000
2 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2008 - 1999-B Bonds 12,005,000
3 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2008 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 3,535,000
4 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2009 - 1999-B Bonds 12,630,000
5 Principal Called and Redeemed on July 1, 2009 - 1999-B Bonds - Called @ 101% 87,471,050
6 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2009 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 3,910,000
7 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2010 4,065,000
8 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2011 4,220,000
9 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2012 4,385,000

10 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2013 4,560,000
11 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2014 4,735,000
12 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2015 8,965,000
13 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2016 22,325,000
14 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2017 52,910,000

15 Principal Balance Remaining to be Paid as of June 30, 2007 with call premium $237,151,050
(Sum of Rows 1-14)

16 Interest Payments made July 2, 2007 - 1999-B Bonds 3,319,605
17 Interest Payments to be made July 3, 2007 through July 1, 2008 - 1999-B Bonds 6,068,525
18 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2007 through July 1, 2008 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 5,702,187
19 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2008 through July 1, 2009 - 1999-B Bonds 5,443,820
20 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2008 through July 1, 2009 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 5,204,400
21 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2009 through July 1, 2010 5,048,500
22 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2010 through July 1, 2011 4,886,275
23 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2011 through July 1, 2012 4,717,725
24 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2012 through July 1, 2013 4,542,525
25 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2013 through July 1, 2014 4,360,275
26 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2014 through July 1, 2015 4,137,650
27 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2015 through July 1, 2016 3,731,450
28 Interest Payments to be made July 2, 2016 through July 1, 2017 2,579,400

29 Interest Remaining to be Paid as of June 30, 2007 $59,742,337
(Sum of Rows 16-28)

30 Aggregate First Lien Debt Service remaining to be paid as of $296,893,387
June 30, 2007 assuming redemption of 1999-B Bonds at first call date, July 1, 2009
(Sum of Rows 15 and 29)

31 Projected earnings on Debt Service Reserve Fund as of June 30, 2007 (5,701,244)
32 Projected earnings on the Project Fund as of June 30, 2007 (428,993)
33 Balance of the Debt Service Fund as of June 30, 2007 (14,754,605)
34 Balance of the Debt Service Reserve Fund as of June 30, 2007 (29,437,000)

35 Subtotal ($50,321,842)
(Sum of Rows 31-34)

36 * Amount necessary to pay or redeem the 1999-B PFC Bonds at July 1, 2009 $246,571,545
 redemption date; 2007B & 2007-D Bonds are redeemed at maturity:
(Sum of Row 30 and Row 35)

* Minimum amount necessary to pay or redeem the PFC Bonds at maturity or redemption.
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Amount necessary to pay or redeem the 1999-B PFC Bonds at July 1, 2010 redemption date
2007B & 2007-D Bonds are redeemed at maturity:

1 Principal Payment made on July 2, 2007 - 1999-B Bonds 11,435,000
2 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2008 - 1999-B Bonds 12,005,000
3 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2008 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 3,535,000
4 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2009 - 1999-B Bonds 12,630,000
5 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2009 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 3,910,000
6 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2010 - 1999-B Bonds 13,325,000
7 Principal Called and Redeemed on July 1, 2010 - 1999-B Bonds - Called @ 100% 73,280,000
8 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2010 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 4,065,000
9 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2011 4,220,000

10 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2012 4,385,000
11 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2013 4,560,000
12 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2014 4,735,000
13 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2015 8,965,000
14 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2016 22,325,000
15 Principal Payment to be made on July 1, 2017 52,910,000

16 Principal Balance Remaining to be Paid as of June 30, 2007 with call premium $236,285,000
(Sum of Rows 1-15)

17 Interest Payments made July 2, 2007 - 1999-B Bonds 3,319,605
18 Interest Payments made July 3, 2007 through July 1, 2008 - 1999-B Bonds 6,068,525
19 Interest Payments made July 2, 2007 through July 1, 2008 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 5,702,187
20 Interest Payments made July 2, 2008 through July 1, 2009 - 1999-B Bonds 5,443,820
21 Interest Payments made July 2, 2008 through July 1, 2009 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 5,204,400
22 Interest Payments made July 2, 2009 through July 1, 2010 - 1999-B Bonds 4,750,190
23 Interest Payments made July 2, 2009 through July 1, 2010 - 2007-B and 2007-D Bonds 5,048,500
24 Interest Payments made July 2, 2010 through July 1, 2011 4,886,275
25 Interest Payments made July 2, 2011 through July 1, 2012 4,717,725
26 Interest Payments made July 2, 2012 through July 1, 2013 4,542,525
27 Interest Payments made July 2, 2013 through July 1, 2014 4,360,275
28 Interest Payments made July 2, 2014 through July 1, 2015 4,137,650
29 Interest Payments made July 2, 2015 through July 1, 2016 3,731,450
30 Interest Payments made July 2, 2016 through July 1, 2017 2,579,400

31 Interest Remaining to be Paid as of June 30, 2007 $64,492,527
(Sum of Rows 17-30)

32 Aggregate First Lien Debt Service remaining to be paid as of $300,777,527
June 30, 2007 assuming redemption of 1999-B Bonds on July 1, 2010
(Sum of Rows 16 and 31)

33 Projected earnings on Debt Service Reserve Fund as of June 30, 2007 ($6,548,183)
34 Projected earnings on the Project Funds as of June 30, 2007 (428,993)
35 Balance of the Debt Service Fund as of June 30, 2007 (14,754,605)
36 Balance of the debt Service Reserve Fund as of June 30, 2007 (29,437,000)

37 Subtotal ($51,168,781)
(Sum of Rows 33-36)

38 Amount necessary to pay or redeem the 1999-B PFC Bonds at July 1, 2010 $249,608,746
 redemption date; 2007B & 2007-D Bonds are redeemed at maturity:
(Sum of Row 32 and Row 37)
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Amount necessary to pay or redeem all the PFC Bonds at maturity:

1 * Aggregate First Lien Debt Service remaining to be paid as of $312,748,737
June 30, 2007 assuming bonds are redeemed at maturity

2 Projected earnings on Debt Service Reserve Fund as of June 30, 2007 ($10,259,778)
3 Projected earnings on the Project Funds as of June 30, 2007 (428,993)
4 Balance of the Debt Service Fund as of June 30, 2007 (14,754,605)
5 Balance of the Debt Service Reserve Fund as of June 30, 2007 (29,437,000)

6 Subtotal ($54,880,375)
(Sum of Rows 2-5)

7 Amount necessary to pay or redeem the PFC Bonds at maturity: $257,868,362
(Sum of Row 1 and Row 6)

* Sources: 1999-B Bonds: Final Pricing Information Book, June 1999, Tab D, Pricing Results, page 15;
2007-B and 2007-D Bonds: Final Pricing Information Book, June 2007, Tab D, Pricing Results, page 7.
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